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\Vrlting Machine .. 

The engravings (figures 1 and 2 ) represent 
two varieties of a writing machine or " Poly
graph," by which two or more copies can be 
written at once. 

In figure 1 ,  A and A' are two parallel plates 
each about the size of a sheet of foolscap pa
per, and about one inch and a-half apart. 
Between A' and the bottom of the machine is 
also a space of about an inch and a·half. 
These plates may be of wood, metal, or glass, 
In the machines now in operation, plate glass 
is used, as it is perfectly smooth, uniform, and 
not liable to warp. 1'hey are kept in position 
by end and bottom pieces (as represented in 
the engraving,) which may be of wood or any 
other material. 

AMES' POLYGRAPH. 

ffig.1 

a universal joint, (in mechanical effect exact
ly like the ball and socket join t.) 

It is obvious that by increasing the number 
of prongs, and the number of writing surfaces, 
the number of copies can be increased 
at will. The machine may also be made of 
any size required. 

In figure 2 is represented an apparatus in 
which the writing is all done upon the same 
surface, instead of being done upon parallel 
eurfaces. Small wires, B B, bent at right an· 
gles at the ends, L L, and inserted there into 
the writing surface or bed plate, so as to 
swing freely in their sockets, are also bent in 
the opposite direction, and at right angles at 
the other ends. TI' Eoe other extremitie,- are 
connected together by' a wire, C, the same 

length as the distance between the points, L 
L. To these extremeties also are hinged two 

other wire •. , D D, which, at their further ends, 

are also bent upwards at right angles, as rep
resented in the engraving. These upward 
bends of the wires, D D, are passed through 
small holes in a light hollow steel rod, E E E. 
To this rod are attached the pens, P P, in the 
same manner as described in figure 1. All 

these wires swing horizontally with the great
est ease, and with no perceptible friction. 
The wires, B B, and D D, may be about 6 or 
9 inches in length, according to the size of the 
machine; the rod, E E E, of any length re
quired. The pens must be as far apart as the 
width of the sheets to be written on. The 
pen handle is attached to the bar in the same 
manner as in figure 1. 

When not being written with, the spri ng 
and position of the wires, D D, will litt the 
points of the peM a little above the 8urfae,e 
upon which the paper is placed. The slight
est pressure brings them down upon the pa-

Into the right hand side of one of the enLi 
pieces, a rod, E, aoout nine inches long, and a 
quarter of an inch thick, and bent as repre
sented in the engraving, is inserted, so that it 
swings horizontally and freely upon its point 
of insertion. To the end of this is also hinged 
another smaller and lighter rod or wire, G, as 
represented in the engraving, which also 
swing harizontally upon its point of connection 
with the rod, E. 1'0 the end of rod, G, is also 
hinged another rod, I, which at a few inches 
from its point of connection with rod, G, di
vides itself into two parallel prongs, J J, auout 
an inch al.d a-half apart. At the ends of these 
prongs, and at right angles with them, two 
pens, 0 0, are inserted. These are so adjust· 
ed as that their points are precisely the same 
distance apart as the upper surfaces of the 
two 'parallel plates; and in such a manner as 
that when the prongs, R R, are swung, the 

one above and the other below, the plate, A, 
thc points of the pens respectively shall be 

about half an inch above the respective plates. 
From the diagram, it is evident that each pen 
will have precisely the same motion. If then, 
a sheet of paper be placed on each plate, the 
writing which is done upon the upper surface 
will be exactly reproduced upon the lower 
one. The elasticity of the wires is such that 
the slightest pressure will bring the pens 

down upon the paper. By an arrajgement 
of the inkstands, D D, upon one of the end 
pieces, both pens can be inked at the same per. By reference to the metal strap, F F, book, by inserting the right hand side of the time. To hold the paper firmly, a metal and the button, G, it will be seen that the open volume into the space beneath the glass, 
ferule or strap, B, is laid at one end and held same arrangement for holding the paper is and turning the next sheet down upon it. 
by slight springs at the ends, a little above ueed as in fig. 1. The inkstands, I I, are the In either apparatus, the whole actual 
the plate. The paper being placed beneath, same distance apart as the pens, which w,ill mechanism consists of the wires and the 
the bar is pressed down upon it, and held fast thus be inked simultaneously. These pens sockets upon which they ewing. The rest is 
by the button, C. The lower sheet is held in should be so adjusted as that when pressed made up of the pens, the inkstands, the writ
like manner by a wooden bar, H, which by down, their points will strike at the same ing surfaces, and the arrangement for copy
means of rods and spiral springs, is pushed time. From the engraving, it will be seen ing in a book. It would be difficult to con
down simultaneously with the upper strap, B. that a third pen might be inserted at the ceive any contrivance to accomplish the de
The whole arrangement and operation will be right hand of the bar, E E E, so as to make sired end, wherein their would be less fric-
comprehended at a glance. three copies at once. This is entirely prac- tion, or greater ease of movement. 

The pens are inserted through a split in the ticable ; but usually, two copies are 8uffi- The advantages claimed for the invention 
ends of the prongs, R R, and held fast by lit- cient ; and instead of a third pen, a small are, that by it fair copies are made in ink, 
tie rings or collars on the prongs. They can screw rod there, is found to be useful in reg- on good paper, and perfectly alike ; that the 
be changed or adjusted in a moment. Any ulating the pens, so as to insure their al- work can be done quicker and easier than by 
pens will answer, but fountain pens are pre- ways touching the paper together. In this the letter-press, or the manifold letter writer; 

I ferable, on account of the greater quantity of machine, as in the other, a writing surface of and that the apparatus is adapted to the 
I in);: they hold. The pen handle is secured to plate glass is found to be the best. With copying of maps, drawings, and engravings ; �"Pp� pro,., by two lOOP�::�:":' "' th, "pi" '" .. �h.t i, .trn=��':�_ ,impl,. 

and can be made in any compact and porta
ble form desired, so as to answer the purpose 
of a traveling secretary; or can be attached 
to, and form a part 'of, the ordinary office 
desk. B eside this, almost any number of 
copies can be made at the same time, by con
structing the machine with reference to that. 
As to cost, they can be  sold at a price which, 
including the gold pens, will be considerably 
below that of a good letter press. They 
may, however, be made as expensive and or
namental as the taste and wishes of the pur
chaser may require. 

The patente(l is  Nathan Ames, Esq., of 
Saugus, Massachusetts. The invention is se
cured by two separate issues of Letters Pat
ent, dated Dece mber 12th ,  1854. 

More information in regard to it, as to the 
price and manufacture of machines, and the 
price and sale of rights, can be obtained 
from D. Sheph erd, Counsellor at Law, No.7 
Wall street, New York. 

... ,... .... 
Princeton College. 

We learn from a catalogue recently Issued, 
that the whole number of graduates thus far 
is 3090, and that there are still living 2023. 
The first class, that of 1748, contained six 
members, of whom five became clergymen ;  
the sixth was a signer of the Declaration of 
Independence. Among the graduates there 
have been 1 President of the Uni ted States ; 
2 Vice Presidents of the United States; 13 
Members of the Cabinet ; 12 Foreign Minis
tel's ; 32 Chief Justices of particular States ; 
29 Governors of States ; 32 Presidents of 
Colleges. 

Charleston Artesian Well. 

Joseph Togno, a citizen of Abbeville, S. C., 
writes to the Banner, that it is utterly im
possible to obtain an artesian well, not only 
in the city of Charleston, but in the whole 
hasin of Charleston, embraced within the ra
dius of two hundred miles, and even more. 
His reasons are that the geological formations 
necessary to yield an artesian well are entire
ly wanting in this region, or nearly so, for all 
practical purposes. 

------�.�� ...... �.--------
McGaffev' ... eed Planter. 

The patent granted this week to Ives W. 
McGaffey, of Syracuse, N. Y., relates to the 
horse power planters. The improvement 
consists in the use of a tilt apron arranged 
in connection with a distributing roller, 
whereby the seed and manure are deposited 
in the furrow or hill at the same time. 

...- .. 
Pro,ide for the Bird •• 

There are few who object to cultivating an 
intimate acquaintance with the birds ; to 
having them this spring chatter, rear their 
young, prey upon the worms and bugs, in 
orchard, garden, and shrubberies. Invite 
them by putting up lim all bird-houses, and 
furnishing them facilities for nesting. A 
half-gallon empty oyster keg turned down 
will attract the wrens, and in all the feath
ered family there is no more sociable singing 
and chattering summer companion. 

........ 
That remarkable phenomena in natural 

science, the coal mountain in Pennsylvania, 
which has been on fire since 1837, will soon 
be extinguished, as the fire is approaching a 
point which can be submerged in water. A 
mass of coal has been consumed three-eighths 
of a mile long, 60 feet wide, 300 deep, aud 
equal to 1,420,000 tuns of coal.-[Philadel
phi a Ledger. 

------�.--.. � .. �--.-------
A few days ago quite a curiosity was 

brought np from the bottom of the artesian 
well in Livingston, Ala. At a distance of 
335 feet below the surface, and over 300 feet 
in the rock, an egg was found completely 
petrified, and' perfect in shape save where 
the auger had defaced it a Jittle.-[Ex. 
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242 
The Art of Dyelnll-l'lo. 16. 

PURPLE ON WooL-The process of woolen 
dyeing differs from the silk process in a very 
simple but very important point, viz., in boil
ing the former, whereas silk is never boiled. 
This is the grand and leading distinction be
tween silk and woolen dyeing. 

Common purple is dyed on woolen goods 
with logwood, muriate of tin, alum, and tar
tar-all boiled together in a clean copper ket
tle. About four pounds of logwood will dye 
ten pounds of wool; this requires six ounces 
of tartar, six of the muriate of tin, and three 
of alum. The logwood for purples should be 
boiled and left to settle for I;' few' days, in a 
large cask before it is used. Dyers generally 
keep a large cask of boiled logwood always on 
hand. Two such casks should be kept in 
every dye. house, so as to fill up one and allow 
its contents to be settling while the other is 
being used. A brownish color is extracted 
from chip logwood, which injures the peculiar 
shade of purple. When the alum and tartar 
are dissolved in the kettle, the logwood liquor 
is put in, and suffered to boil for five minutes, 
when the goods are then entered and boiled 
for three-fourths of an hour, then lifted, wash
ed and dried. 

COCHINEAL PURPLE-This color is imparted 
to wool by dyeing it first a light red as de
scribed on page 146, then washing and bluing 
on the top with cudbear in a clean boiler, at 
a scalding heat-about two ounces of cud
bear to the pound of goods. Urine or liquid 
ammonia is used in the boiler to extract the 
cudbear color, and impart it to the goods. 
This is a very rich and beautiful color. 

Various shades of puce and la."ender are 
dyed on wool, by dyeing the goods a cochi
neal red or pink, and bluing on the top with 
sulphate of indigo (chemic) in a clean vessel. 

RUBy-This color may be dyed on wool 
with cudbear and ammonia. Two pounds of 
cudbear and a gill of aqua ammonia, will dye 
ten pounds of wool. 

WINE COLOR, CHROME-By preparing wool
en goods by boiling them in the bichromate 
of potash-two ounces to the pound of goods 
-then finishing in a clean kettle with half a 
pound of cudbear, and a very little log wood 

,liquer, a good wine color will be produced. 
The same process for dyeing wool will dye 

woolen yarn, worsted, cloth, and every fabric 
made of wool. Some authors on dyeing di
vide these kinds of goods into classes, and 
give different receipts (prescribing_ different 
substances.) This is all nonsense. The same 
stuffs will dye the same colors on all, but not 
with the same quantity of them, in this con
sists the difference. Wool requires about 
one-.sixth more dye-stuffs than yarn, and 
nearly one half more than fine cloth. Coarse 
wool requires about one· fourth more dye stuffs 
than fine wool. 

Purple, puce, ruby, &c., can be dyed on 
goods having a red lac base, as well as on 
those with a cochineal red base. 

PEACHWOOD PURPLE-This color is dyed 
with peachwood, logwood, and alum. About 
half a pound of peachwood, two ounces of 
logwood, and one of alum, will dye a pound of 
wool. These are all boiled together, (goods 
And stuffs) for an hour. The old plan was to 
prepare the goods in an alum mordant first, 
then to dye in a clean kettle. This color can 
be blued down to a wine shade, with urine, in 
warm water. 

CLARET COLOR-This is a deep purple in
clining to a brownish shade. It is dyed by 
giving the goods about double the quantity 
of logwood, as the common purple, and ad
ding one pound of peachwood for every ten 
pounds of goods. 

CAM WOOD CLARET.-This color is dyed 
with camwood, by using about ten pounds of 
the cam wood, to ten pounds of wool, and half 
a pound of logwood. It is darkened to the 
shade desired (after the goods have been boil
ed for an hour and lifted) with the sulphate 
of iron. Great care is required in the use of 
the iron, as the goods are liable to be spotted. 
To make the iron (usually called saddening) 
work level, a little sumac is added to the cam
wood, and the froth skimmed off the boiler, 
before the goods are entered. This color will 

ititntifit �mtritan + 

stand exposure to the sun. None of the spirit of excelling knowledge." All Europe re
clarets do this. The beautiful wine colored sponds to the tick of Yankee mannfacture. 
broadcloth which has been noticed to become The daily laborer has a more comfortable 
of a greenish color by exposure, on the shoul- home than sovereigns could boast of old.
ders of gentleman's coats, is dyed by the pro- Beckett's splendid style of living, A. D. 1160, 

cess described above for common purple. No was described in this, that his sumptuous 
mordant is used for camwood claret. Every apartments were every day in the winter 
shade of clatet can be dyed with redwood, strewn with clean straw and hay. 
logwood, and alum, at one dip. The redwood After enunciating many additions to our 
may be common hypernic or Brazil wood. It comforts, resulting from inventions, and re
is difficult to give the exact weight of dye- ferring to the brilliant cheerfulness of the 
stuffs for a particular shade of color because gas which illumines modern streets, he said 
there is such a difference in the quality of that there was a lesser light, whose direct 
dye stuffs, and in the quality of goods, all of social benefit would make even the former 
which make a great difference to the dyer. luster pale. Any one who remembers his 
All that can be said on this head, is to tell sensations when he rose in the darkness of a 
what stuffs, and about the quantities that cold night from a cosy bed, to strike a light 
will dye a certain color, and by using less or with the patience-exhausting combination of 
more of these stuffs, so will the shades be flint, steel, and tinder, will be grateful for 
lighter or darker. tlxe beneficent inventor of lucifers and loco 

.. , _ , .. focos. He should have a grand monument. 
Inflnence of Invention. on !!oclal Life. But mankind do not most honor those who 

The following is a condensed abstract of a shed light on the world. The victor whose 
recent lecture by James T. Brady, Esq., de- deeds shroud a cQ:untry in glool)1, receives 
livered before the Mechanics Institute, of this more applause .. :, How:beautiful too, is that 
city, on the above subject. He began with discovery by which the blessed sunlight has 
an extract from a popular author, who com- been allured by genius, to perpetuate the fa
plains that history has been more employed ces of dear friends; and the genial influence 
in recording the crimes of ambition and the of that artist of God, fertilizing what it, falls 
ravages of conquerors, than preserving the upon, keeps their memery ever green in our 
remembrance of those who have improved love. But there was a nobler view of the 
science and the arts. He said it is mel an- subject he had in hand. The triumphs of in
choly to reflect that the great mechanics who ventive talent have elevated the mechanic 
constructed the mighty works which yet at- arts, and those who practice them. The: 

ar
test the power and taste of Egypt, Greece, tificer is welcome and honored in the asBO
and Rome, are nameless to their posterity.- ciations of science. The labor of the hands 
Where men have improved in comfort and has attained much dignity, and would receive 
happiness, it has not be en by the action of more, but for a strange aversion to it, com
government, nor any peculiar capacity of mon even with us. The mechanic often sac
race, so much as by their own struggles rifices a Son to obsculity in a profession for 
against unjust re.traints. Yet no political which he may not have aptitude or inclina
change could greatly ameliorate their social tion. The eagerness to rush into the learned 
condition. This improvement was reserved professions is fortunately receiving some 
for mechanical genius and skill, which we check. To the genius, talent, and industry, 
should appreciate more than any other peo- which mechanically apply the powers of na
pIe. We are full of "notions," and especial- ture in developing her resources, and the 
ly inventive, and the consideration of this achievement of useful mechanical results, we 
truth will prove more useful than many of may confidently look for the distinctive su
our participations in the low strife of vulgar periority of our people. Excellence in con
politics. Amongst the great inventions which tributmg toward this reputation should be 
affected man's general condition, was the in- esteemed second to none. And we should 
vention of gunpowder, which deprived the learn to think lightly of the mind or heart of 
castle tyrant of his former audacious sense of him who would not cheerfully turn away 
security, and equalized the conflict of peasant from the exploits of Cresar, Hannibal, or Na
and prince. The grim ruins on the Rhine, poleon, to dwell with joy and emulation over 
and elsewhere, illustrate this fact. The poet the triumphs and the fame of Fulton, Whit
or romancer may sigh over them, but they ney, and Morse. [Thus ended the lecture 
show where civilization made ita progressive amid loud applause. ] 
steps. That muskets still enslave even those MECHANIcs-St. Paul was a mechanic-a 
who carry them, shows the wonderful influ- maker of tents from goat's hair; and in the 
ence of discipline and authority. But mech- lecturer's opinion he was a model mechanic. 
anism will one day enforce its deserved func- He was not only a thorough workman at his 
tion, and free the millions of the Old World. trade, but was a scholar, a perfect master, not 
Then mankind will not, as at present,.in"Rus- only of his native Hebrew, but of three for
si!lt perish to "settle: the disputes of diploma- eign ton�ue�i a knowledge of which he ob
ti�t!I! 'or the struggle for U balance of power." 'tained by close application to study during 

Disc&ver3LhaS':l:iill.il); ·the grand means of his leisure hours, while serving his appre:n
improvemeJ;it;'i1:1hl'iJitiriner's compass led to ticeship. It was a custom among the Jews 
many ,bl ... '.. . g,tha addition of this to teach their sons some trade-a custom not 
contin�t .\v'orld. Steam. yield- confined to the poorer classes, but was �also 
ed its coun , • It has brought our practiced by the wealthy; and it was a com-
States into 'e1o!e'.'IIi$oiJiation and sympathy. mon proverb among them, that if a father 
Printing, "the greatest of the arts," gave did not teach his son a mechanical occupa
society voice and tongne. It spread know- tion,he taught: him to steal. This custom 
ledge far and "ide. The people are heart'lin was a wise onej'and if the fathers of the 
the best of histories-the hourly record of present day would imitate their example 
all that is done, felt, or thought, throughout their wrinkled cheeks would not so often 
the globe. The newspaper is the library of blush for the helplessness, and not unfre
the poorest. But invention has cheapened quently criminal conduct of their offspring. 
and multiplied books, so that the labors of Even if a father intended his son for one of 
the greatest minds are accessible to the mil- . the professions, it would be an incalculable 
lions. Thus the Scriptures reach all mankind. benefit to that son to instruct him in some 

The genius of mechanics has supplied the branch of mechanism. His education would 
greatest wants of both rich and poor. The not only be more complete 8Ld healthy, but 
ancients were not acquainted with the sweet he might at some future time, in case of fail
associations of the fireside, for their houses ure in his profession, find his trade very con
had no chimneys. The'companionship of the .venient as a means of earning his bread; and 
clock cheers and guides the humblest, nQt as he must necessarily be more competent in 
in the year 80'7, when the King of Persia mechanical from his professional education. 
presented one moved by water to Charle- An educated mechanic was a model machine, 
magne, or Pope Paul sent one to King Pepin while an uneducated mechanic was merely a 
of France, in '756. The invention of clocks mechanic working under the superintendence 
belongs to the Saracens, but they are not of another man's brain. Let the rich and 
now what was said of the instrument made the proud no longer look upon mechanism as 
by Richard de Wallingford, in the fourteenth degrading to him who adopts a branch of it 
ceBtury-miracles, "not only of genius, but as his calling. It is a noble calling-as noble 

as the indolence and activity of wealth is ig
noble.-[Lecture by Rev. Dr. Adams. 

....... 
Spare the Birds. 

The swallows are the natural enemies of 
the swarming insects, living almost entirely 
upon them, taking their food upon the wing. 
The common martin devours great quantities 
of wasps, beetles , and goldsmiths. A single 
bird will devour five thousand butterflies in a 
week. The moral of this is that the hus
bandman should cultivate the society of 
swallows and martins about his land and out
buildings. 

The sparrows and wrens feed upon the 
crawling insects which lurk within the buds, 
foliage, and flowers of plants. The wrens 
are pugnacious, and a little box in a cherry 
tree will soon be appropriated by them, and 
they will drive away other birds that feed 
upon the 'fruit, a hint that cherry growers 
should remember this spring and act upon. 

The thrushes, blue birds, jays and crows, 
prey upon butterflies, grasshoppers, crickets, 
locusts, and the larger beetles. A single 
family of jays will consume 20,000 of these 
in a season of three months. 

The woodpeckers are armed with a stlmt, 
long bill, to penetrate the wood of trees, 
where the borers deposit their larvre. They 
live almost entirely upon these worms. 

Fer the insects which come abroad only 
during the night, nature has provided a check 
in the nocturnal birds, of the whipporwill 
tribe and the little barn owl, which take their 
food upon the wing. 

How wonderful is this provision of Provi
dence for the restraint of the depredators 
that live upon the labors of man; and how 
careful we should be not to dispute that ben
eficial law of compensation by which all 
things are preserved in their just relations 
and proporions.-[American Agricul turist. 

........ 
Cast-Iron Foot Pavement. 

We learn by the Journal of the Franklin 
Institute, an extensive piece of cast-iron 
foot pavement has been laid down under the 
superintendence  of Benj. Severson (a skillful 
mechanician) in Philadelphia. The pave
ment is made of cast-i ron plates 12 feet long, 
3 feet 4 inches wide, and t inch thick ; 12 
feet being the width of the pavement to the 
curb. These plates are roughened on the 
surface by grooves 14 inch apart, crossing 
each other at an oblique angle , so as to di
vide the surface into diamonds. 

A cast iron half inch plate, with its two 
edges turned at a right angle, so as to make 
flanges at the top and bottom, forming a gir
der 11 inches deep, is bolted to the columns 
of the building, making a support on which 
the inner ends of the plates rest. The curb 
is of cast-iron, i inch thick, 11 inches deep, 
having a flange each side, at the bottom, and 
on the i nside only at the top; it  is made 
to slope slightly outward from the top to the 
bottom. 

' 

This curb rests upon a brick wall , forming 

the outside wall of the cellar , a good cement 
being interposed to make a water-tight joint ; 
the pieces of curb have butt joints secured 
by a cast plate behind, riveted secure ly to 

both pieces, cement being i nterposed. From 
the building girder to the curb, and resting 
on tbj lower flange of each, stretch girders 
or joists, 12 feet long and 11 inches deep, 3 
feet 4 inches apart, on which the pavement 
plates are laid and securely fastened by bolts 
or rivets , with counter-sunk heads, going 
through the flanges of the glider, the joists 
and the curb. 

All the joints are carefully cemented so as 
to be water-tight ;  the transverse girders or 
joists are of half· inch cast-iron, strengthened 
on the bottom flange by wrought-iron flat 
bars, bolted to the cast-iron only at the two 
ends, and slightly expanded by heating 
when it is put on, so as to bring the lower 
part of the girder into a state Of compression. 

HermetIcally Sealed. 

We often find this expression used to indi
cate an air tight stuffing box; but it should 
never be employed except for expressing a 
closed joint made by melting the material 
of which the joint is compOSE d, such as a glass 
tube being melted and then closed. 
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(For the Scientific American.) 
Theorle. of Electricity. 

Although electricity has been extensively 
and advantageously applied to the arts, &c., 
&c., still only two theories have been laid 
down as guides, and which have been va
riously adopted by the students of that 
science. 

Therefore the principles of electricity are 
understood in the present day nearly the 
same as they were in the time of Franklin 
and Duray. 

Little of a new character has been devel
oped. Man, therefore, has hitherto been sat
isfied with former discoveries and former 
principles, in applying them to his own use 
and his own profit. 

FRANKLIN'S THEORy-That there exists, 
throughout all space, a subtle and exceed
ingly elastic fluid called the electric fluid, 
the peculiarity of which is that it is repul
sive of its own particles, but attractive of 
the particles of other matter, that there is a 
specific quantity of this fluid which bodies 
are disposed to assume when in a natural 
condition, or state of equilibrium, and that 
if we communicate to them more than their 
natural quantity, they become positively 
electrified, or, if we take from them a por
tion of that which is natural to them, they 
become positively electrified. 

DUFAY'S THEORY.-That throughout all 
space there exists a universal medium called 
the electric fluid, of which the immediate 
properties are not known, but which is com
posed of two species or varieties of electrici
ty, the vitreous and resinous, called also the 
positive and negative, that as respects itself, 
each of these electricities is repulsive, but at
tractive of the other kind, and that when they 

co-exist in equal quanti ties inoa body, it is in 
a neutral condition, or state of equilibrium, 
but if the positive or negative electricities 
are in excess, it is accordingly positively or 
negatively electrified. 

REMARKs-Here we will introduce a new 
theory, that shall be more in harmony with 
first principles. And for convenience we will 
use the word principle .instead of fluid, this 
word being more in accordance with repul
sion, attraction, gravitation, latent heat, 
force, affinity, &c., &c. 

QUARTERMAN'S THEORY.-That electricity 
is an elementary principle pervading all 
"matter, that its varied phenomena are pro
duced by the various pbysically constituted 
bodies in which it resides, actively and pas
sively, and upon or through which it vibrates 
dynamically. 

ACTION AND RE ACTION-To explain our 
theory fully is not our detlign at present, we 
will therefore only remark here that a prin
ciple acting upon an object is in return af
fected by the object upon which it acts, and 
vice versa. By examining the laws of affin
ity and repulsion , more light, however, may 
be thrown upon this subject. 

EXAMPLE-" If lime and magnesia be placed 
together, in contact with muriatic acid, the 
acid will dissolve the lime before it acts up
on the magnesia ; the affinity of lime for mu
riatic acid is, therefore, greater tban that of 
magnesia for the same aCid ;  hence, if to  a 
solution of magnesia there be lime added, 
the magnesia will be expelled and the lime 
will take its place. If to this solutiQA one of 
soda be added, the lime will separate, and 
soda may be expelled by adding potash. 

When a solution of potash is exposed to tbe 
air, it absorbs carbonic acid and becomes 
dark colored ; on adding acetic acid the car
bonic acid is expelled, on adding nitric acid 
the acetic acid is expelled, &c., &c.-Kane." 

"If to a solution of nitrate of silver a glo
bule of mercury be added, it dissolves, and 
the silver is set free. By dipping into the 
solution of nitrate of mercury a slip of cop
per, the mercury is thrown down, and tbe 
copper takes its place. From the nitrate of 
copper the metal may be  thrown down bv 
lead, and the lead again be precipitated by 
a plate of zinc.-Kane." 

Again, if we take the carbonate of soda 
and add to it acetic acid, the carbonic acid 
will be expelled, and a new compound ° will 
bll formed, namely, the. acetate of soda. Add 
to this muriatic acid, and the acetic acid is 
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driven off, the muriate of soda being now the 
new compouud formed. If to this we add 

nitric acid, the muriatic acid is expelled, and 
the nitrate of soda formed. Add sulphuric 
acid to this, and the nitric acid is driven off, 
the compound now formed being the sul

phate of soda. 
There are ,  therefore, five different com

pounds produced 
"
from one elementry sub

stance, sodium, being acted upon by five dif
ferent acids. 

Thus we see that actio'1 and re-action pro
duce wonderful results. And so on, through 
the great variety of nature, elementary bodies 
first combine, and these in their turn re-com
bine, as radical compounds, these also com
bine with other simple bodies and o ther 
compounds, the elements of which are simi
lar, but the proportions of these elemente 
differing only in their definite quantities' 
Thus light, heat, cold, magnetism, galvanism, 
&c., are the results of electricity acting opon 
certain media, certain bodies, certain consti

tuted compounds, &c., in each case, present
ing a different phenomenon. 

Thus when Duray excited electricity by 
friction on glass, and then by sealing wax, 
&c., he found the effects to be of different  
characters, and concluded, as a matter of 
course, that two separate fluids existed, 
Such a theory approximated to the truth, in 
a certain degree, and was calculated to illus
trate many of the electric phenomena of that 
day. 

. 

Electricity, no doubt, is the first vital and 
material principle of nature. What is chem
ical affinity? What is repulsion? What is 
attraction of gravitation? What is vegeta
ble life and animal motion? By what means 
does the blood circulate, and the heart pul
sate? How are the functions of the brain, 
and the vibrations of thought performed? 

Are they not effects produced by electric
i ty, operating upon such differently consti
tuted compounds, and being in its turn re
acted upon also? Destroy the electric affin
ity of any compound, and then you separate 
its parts. All things in nature are governed 
by definite laws, and as men progress, so in 
proportion will those laws be developed. 

Of positive and negative electricity we 
will have to speak in ° future. 

In science, Truth is our motto. 
JAMES QUARTERMAN. 

In conclusion, allow me to state that to 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICA..." we owe an apology. 
It is now two years since we promised 
to that paper the above article, but from the 
pressure of business it has been neglected. 
I also take the liberty to state that I consider 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN one of the best pe
riodicals I have ever read. The information 
it contains is practical, authentic, and truth
ful. From the time of its first appearance I 
have read it with pleasure, and confess that 
from it I have acquired much valuable and 
useful information. I am not surprised that 
it should meet with unparalleled success, and 
be so extensively read by tbe most intelligent 
portion of the community on our own conti
nent, as well as by those on the continents of 
the old world. J. Q. 

114 John street, New York. 

[So complimentary a letter from so re
spectable a source, we cannot forbear pub
lisbing, notwithstanding it may seem egotis
tical to do so. 

.... � .. 
(For the Scientific American.) 

Rotten Muntz Metal. 

I have been a constant reader of the SCI
ENTIFIC AMERICAN ever since it was pub
"lished, and am warranted in offering an 
opinion on its merits. I believe it is the 
most valuable library for a mechanic that 
can be had for the cost j I would not be with
out it for any consideration. 

I have read with great interest the articles 
which have recently appeared in its columns 
on the yellow or muntz metal, but I think 
that correct li�t has not yet been thrown 
on the subject. In my business as � brass
founder, I have had occasion to use some of 
this metal, and the inquiry has often been 
made of me, "what is the cause of this met
al becoming so rotten after it has been in use 
for some time 1" I have always given the 
answer that it contained too much zinc to 

Rnle for calcnlatlnll' the weight of a CIlIItinc 

from the weight or It. pattern. 

It is evident that the weight of a casting 
stands in the same porportion to the weight 
of its pattern as the specific gravity of the 
former to that of the latter, allowing, at the 
same time, for the shrinking, i. e. contracting 
of the casting in cooling. The following da
ta are taken from an article of Professor 

form a chemical union with the copper, there 
fore the particles of copper and zinc become 
a galvanic battery when submerged in salt 
water, thus causing the destruction of the 
zinc by it becoming an oxyd and leaving the 
particles of copper without any solid metal
lic bond of union." I believe, tbat with a 
powerful microscope, the particles of copper 
and zinc may be seen separate and distinct, 
but I have not one to make a proper exami Karmarscb . 

nation. Average specific gravity of materials used 

I do not know any remedy to suggest, ex- for patterns : Pine wood, 0'500 j oak, 0°785 j 

cepting that of making experiments to dis- beech, 0,721 j pear tree, 0'689 j birch, 0'664 ; 

cover the exact atomatic quantity of zinc alder, 0°551 j mahogany, 0'600 j brass, 80300 j 

that will unite chemically with copper. zinc, 7'000 ; tin (3 to 4 tin 1 lead) 7'900 j 

I hereby send you a piece Qf a sheet of lead, 11°000 j cast-iron,7'2500 Compositions, 

yellow metal that had been in nse as sheath- red metal (10  to 15 p. c. zinc, ) 8'600 j bronze 

ing on a vessel in the West India trade, for (copper, tin, and zinc, zinc and tin together 

about three months j you will perceive that 15 to 20 p. c.,) 8°450 j bell-metal (zinc and 

it is very brittle. The nails that were used tin 20 to 25 p. c.,) 8°900 j cannon-metal (tin 

in fastening this sheet,-composed of 5 5 to 12 p. c., )80760. 

parts zinc, 10 of copper, and about 1-4 part The shrinking or contracting in cooling, 

of lead, retain their toughness. I am told ia: 

there is no difference in the metal made by 
different manufacturers, and that the Ameri-
can and English kinds have the same fault. 
I have had in our docks, for the last year, a 
piece of 3-8 rod of Muntz metal, one of cop
per, a piece of sheet yellow metal, and a 
piece of sheet copper, to try which will en 
dure the longest, and I will write" and inform 
you of the result. Auy information on this 
subject will be received gladly by a large 
class of mechanics. It is a subject of vast 
mportance to our country, as a vast amount 

of this metal is now in use. 
JAMES. W. LYON. 

Newport, R. 1., A.pril 2nd, 1855. 
[The piece of metal which our correspond

ent has sent us is perfectly rotten. 
.. . ,... . .. 

White Prlntlnll'. 

MESSRS. EDITORS-As various efforts are 
now being made to discover a substitute for 

rags in the manufacture of white printing 
paper, I would suggest, that black paper 
with white letters be nsed instead of the 
present method. There would be no difficul
ty,I imagine, in obtaining any quantity of 
material for the manufacture of paper 0 f 
the latter shade, a dark green, blue, or brown. 

You are, doubtless, well aware that a. sign
board painted with white letters on a black 
ground, can be read at a greater distance, 
and far more distinctly, than when the let
ters are black upon a white ground, for the 
simple reason that, in the first instance, the 
letter alone is reflected to the eye, and is a 
positive picture, while in the latter instance, 
the ground is reflected, and the negative por
tion, or that which we do not see, serves to 
form the letter. In the one instance the out

lines of the letters are distinct and sharp, and 
in the other indefinite and variable, by the 
intervening rays of light which emanate 
from the surrounding surface. Thus, while 
reading a newspaper, we do not see the let
ters, but only the spaces around them. 

Now, upon the other hand, if newspapers 
were printed upon black paper with white 
ink, the eye would be relieved from the glare 
of rays reflected from the white surface, 
while the letter only would be transmitted 
to the eye. 

By this arrangement it would become ne
cessary to execute wood engravings upon the 
same principle of copper plates, viz : raising 
the lights and cutting in the shades j which, 
by the by, would materially lessen their cost, 
by rendering their execution easier. And 
then again, I can see no reason why copper
plate engravings mig;ht not be used in illus
trating the daily or weekly newspaper. 

To put a paper in mourning, the Chinese 
custom would have to be  substituted for Eu
ropean, to wit : white instead of black. 

This plan would certainly be greatly ben
eficial to the eyes, and with the aged and 
near-sighted would doubtleas be deemed a 
great desideratum. PACIFIC. 

San Francisco, Cal., March 1st, 1855. 
[Copper plate engravings would be rather 

expensive for illustrating daily and weekly 
papers. Copper faced plates, prepared by 
electrotyping, are now in common use.-[Ed. 

""�I" 
8,500,0(10 bushels of wheat were raised in 

California last year. 

for brass, 1 from 21 
for bronze, 1 from 26 
for zinc, 1 from 27 
for cast-iron, 1 from 32 
for cannon metal, 1 from 40 

This means that 21 cubic inches of melted 
fluid brass, will, after cooling, occupy only 
20 cubic inches. 

If 8 is the specific gravity of the pattern, 
S specific gravity of the casting, a the ratio 
of shrinking, P weight of the pattern, and 
C the weight of the casting, the:rule is : 

C P S (a-I) 
8. a 

The following table gives the numbers with 
which the weight of the pattern is to be mul
tiplied to obtain the weight of the casting 
nearly : 

'"3 
ar; 
�! ca,t o bra,,�h�e"J"t��n:��.'\L cannon- zinc. 
� f iron. metal. metal. metal. 

Pinewood, 14°0 160S 16"7 16°S 1711 17°1 13°6 
Oak, g " O  10°1 10°4 IO'S 100S 1009 S06 

Beech. g07 1009 11.4 11 '3 11 oS n 06 g04 
Pear Tree. 10°2 n05 11°9 11°S 12°3 12°4 goS 

Birch, 10°6 1109 12°S 12 2 12°S 12°9 10°2 

Alder. 12 °8 140S 1409 14.7 15°4 15°5 12°2 

�ahogan:r, 11'7 13°2 IS07 13°5 14°1 14°2 11°2 

Br.... 0°84 0°96 0°99 0°98 1°02 100S 0°81 

Zinc, 1°00 loIS 1"11 1'16 1°21 1"22 0°9. 

Tin. 0°89 1°00 100S l'OS 1°07 lOS �085 

Lead. 10°64 0°72 0°74 0°74 0°77 0°78 0°61 
Cast-Iron. 00g7 1°09 1°13 1°12 1°17 1°18 0"93 

If you wish to know the weight of a cast
ing in brass from a pinewood pattern, weigh 
the pattern, say 3 ounces, and multiply by 
1508X3_47'4 ounces j if cast in iron, aoOX 
3==42 oz. A. Z. 

Baltimore, March, 1855. 
... �I .. 

Cllmatlslng Animal. and Plant •• 
The London Literary Gazette advises to 

establish an Acclimating Society in England 
like the one in France. The object is to in
troduce and naturalize useful plants and an
imals of other countries. France, through 
its Society, has come into possession of the 
yaks of Thibet, which combine the utility of 
the cow, the ass, and the sheep j of certain 
species of fish peculiar to Germany and Swit
zerland j of silkworms from Piedmont j of 
goats from Algeria j of nutritious tubers and 
plants from South America, &c., &c. In a 
recent sitting, strong recommendations were 
made that ths ass of Arabia, which, in addi
tion to the qualities of the European ass, 
possesses speed j the ewes of Arabia, which 
feed on little, and give abundant milk j the 
sheep of the Kollo, which produce a vast 

quantity of wool j and the zebra, shall be 
naturalized in Western Europe. 

Such a Society in our country might do a 
great deal of good. 

----��.�.� .. �-. .. ------
Primitive FO .. U8. 

A ridiculous story is going the rounds of 
our papers credited to the Cincinnati Oolum
bian, of two fossil human bodies being discov
ered in Pennsylvania, part of them being sand 
stone, and the head of the male "composed 
of quartz and gneiss," and other primitive 
rock. The article displays such an amount 
of ignorance respectingo geology, that we  
must tell the Oolumbian to acquire more 
knowledge before it attempta another tale 
relating to a question of science. It says, 
the head is composed of quartz and gneiss, 
whereas the latter ia a composite rock, and 
quartz is one of ita oonstituents. 
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�nbtntiDns + 
Improvement In Rotarv Pump •• 

The annexed engravings are views of an 
improvement in rotary pumps, for which a 
patent was granted to Stephen D. Carpenter, 
of Madison-proprietor of the Patriot-Wis
consin, on the lOth of last October. Fig. 1 
represents the pump on the top of a well. 
A is the globular shell. B is the cap con· 
taining the air chamber. C are the flanges 
to bolt the cap to the globular shell. D is a 
stuffing box, which is forced up close with a 
screw cut to the shell. E is the shank of the 
shaft, which is rotated by the crank handle. 
F is the discharge pipe ; G is the suction pipe, 
and a set screw forces the cone up to the 
cap. T o  screw this up to its cap, is all that is 
required to keep the pump in order until it 
wears out. I is an ornamental top, and J is 
the top of the well curb and platform. K is 
the pedestal to support the pump on its bed 
plate, which is bolted to the platform of the 
well. 

Fig. 2 is a vertical section of a well with 
; the pump placed near the water, and it may 

be thus worked at any depth below the sur
face of the ground. L is a frame on the 
top of the well, to support the crank shaft, 

i M, and bev�l pinion, N. 0 is the pump shaft, 
with a bevel wheel, N, on it .  This shaft 
may be of wood, with iron couplings and 
bearings. P is the discharge pipe. Q is the 
wall of the well. R is the pump case. S 
the suction pipe. T a plank support, or 
platform for the pump. U is the water in 
the well. 

Fig. 3 is a horizon tal section of the pump, 
showing various parts ; fig. 4 is a detailed 
view of the propelling blades or piston, and 
fig. 5 is a vertical section of the cap of 

I the pump. The outside curved dotted lines, 
I fig. 3, is a diagonally spherical shaped shell. 

B is a cap bolted to the shell, and enclosing 
it  air tight. C is an air chamber set in the 
case. D is a partition running midway be
tween the orifices of reception, (E F, fig. 5, ) 
and discharge toward the center of the cap, 
closing it  in near the center. V V are the 
journals of the rotary shaft, which is globu
lar at one end and conical at the other. A 
chambered slot is made in this shaft, through 
the conical end. Another slot is represent
ed by dotted lines to cross this one at right 
angles, so that when the fan piston or 
propeller is inserted in its place, through the 
first described slot, the bar, H, may be driv
en through its slot to fit it, and come in con
tact with the boss of the fan at L, so as to 
pre vent the passage of air or water through 
the body of the shaft. On the outside of the 
spherical shell and its cap, are flanges, J, for 
bolting the pump to a frame. The pump 
may be made of iron, or any other metal.
The inside of the cap, B B', fig. 3, is bored 
out perfectly smooth, and so is the spherical 
shen at the points, K K. The shaft is also 
turned and polished when it comes in con
tact with the shell at K K. Fig. 4 represents 
the fan shaped piston or propeller. A A 
2hows its flat surface. This p iston or pro
p eller is made to fit closely, and work in the 
slot in a circle. The propeller or piston vi
brates on a pin, Z, passing through the shaft 
and the center of the boss. A', fig .  4, is its 
longest edge ; it is rounded and polished to 
fit close, so as to work in its chamber air and 
water tight, between it and the inside sur
face of the cap. m rn are the bearings for 
the shaft. The polished surface of the cone 
is  continually in contact with the inner sur
face of the cap, between the parts, N N. 
The boss of the fan propeller has its radius 
less at 0 than L, and bears closely on the 
shank at G, and on the bar at H, and makes 
a close fit to prevent the passage of air and 
water. The cap is fitted on .over all the ma
chinery, and bolted with packing, perfectly 
air tight. The journals are packed at P P, 
and forced close by screws, Q Q, 80 as to make 
all air tight. The machine is turned in the 
direction of the arrows, fig. 5, to draw and 
discharge, and by reversal, it--the water in 
the pipe-can be driven back to the cistern, 
so that this pump will not freeze. B & X, �' show the opening for the ingress and 

� thntifit �mtritan . 
egress of the water. C in the same cham
ber shows the position and extent of the air 
chamber. By making all the interior con
tact surfaces very smooth, this pump may be 
employed as an air pump. 

It is a force and suction pump, and is ca- extinguishing fires ; for lifting water, and 
pable of forcing water to any hight, accord- for every other useful purpose to which 
ing to the power applied to work it.- pumps are applied. One of these pumps, 
It  contains no valves, and can be used ten inches in diameter, is employed on the 
for forcing water into steam boilers ; for Madison and Milwaukie Railroad, at Milto n, 

CARPENTER'S UNIVERSAL ROTARY PUMP. 

Wisconsin, and is drivQn by a windmill. 
With a good breeze, it fills two tanks hold
ing 24,000 gallons of water, in 2� hours, and 
this water has to be raised 75 feet. It is a 
simple and strong pump, not easily injured, 

Endle .. ChaIn Pump. 

The patent granted this week to Arcalous 
Wyckoff, of Columbus, Ohio, for an improve
ment on endless chain pumps, embraces pro
viding an elastic valve within the cylinder 
at a point just above the level of the water 
in the well, and allows the elevators to pass 
through it upwards, but not downwards, even 
though the chain should be suddenly stop
ped, and thus prevent any water returning to 
the well. 

Hand Corn I-lanter. 

The patent granted this week to C. B. and 
B. S. Borden, and Aaron R. McLean, of West 
Dresden, N. Y., for improvements in corn and 
seed planters, relates to the hand implement 
for this purpose, and is very simple. It con
sists in attachin g  to the handle of an ordinary 
hoe a seed box of sheet metal connected with 
devices whereby, when the operator makes 
a hole in the ground for the seed in the 
usual way, by a pressure of the hand, the 
seed-exact in quantity-flow down into the 
hole, and are then covered by a backward 
movement of the hoe. 

.. .  _ ...... ---
Dunlb "raiters. 

These apparatuses are hoisting platforms 
generally used ill hotels, &c., to carry up and 
let down by a vertical passage from story to 
story, loads of china, eatables, &c. The im
provement on this class of machines for 
which a patent has been granted this week to 
Andrew Uurtagh, of this city has for its ob
ject a more perfect control of the platform or 
dumb waiter by the attendant, and greater 
couvenience and ease in its management, so 
as to render its action steady and safe at all 
times. The dumla waiteri heretofore used 
have b�en so arranged and operated that they 
were difficult to work and manage. The 
combination of parts embrac�d ill Mr. Mur· 
taugh's claim on another page remedies these 
evils, as they render the dumb waiters direct 
acting, by a crank without intermediate gear
ing of the windlass character. 

.. ......... .  
Steam EngIne Valve. 

The claims in this week's list embraced 
in the patent granted to Thomas Goodrum, 
of Providence, R. I., cover improvements 
consisting of a hollow cylindrical or conical 
valvt! of novel construction, which receives a 
rotary motion corresponding with that of the 

and is very durable. For a great number of 
our railroads it appears to be such a pump 
as is wanted. 

More information may be obtained by let
ter addressed to �fr. Carpenter. 

engine shaft, and can control the induction 
and eduction of steam to and from one or 
more cylinders. A device is also attached to 
this rotating valve, making it a variable cut
off. This valve can also be arranged in such 
a manner that the steam passages leading 
from it to the cylinder, may be shortened to 
the greatest degree possible. 

... . ., . ..  
Morris' (mllroved Backet lor Chnin Pump •. 

The annexed engravings illustrate an im
provement in the bucket for the common 
chain pump, patented by Edmund Morris, of 
Trenton, N. J., Jall.uary 3, 1855. This buck
et makes an entire change in the chain 
pump, altering it from a mere lift pump, 
which loses its water the momellt you cease to 
turn the crank, into a suction pump, that re
tains the water, and which a single turn of 
the crank wi!l cause to discharge at the noz-

tract itself into this hollow space, from 
which it escapes as soon as the bucket emer
ges from the log, and recovers its original 
elasticity. The bucket also, when ascending 
the log, will force the ring down to the base 
or thickest part of the cone, thus causing a 
very trifling amount of expansion of its di
ameter, or just enough to make a perfect air
tight fit, and a consequent vacuum, l ike the 
piston of a syringe. As the upper bucket 
escapes from the log, another one should 
enter at the bottom. Water is the lubricator 
for gum, as oil is for metal ; there is, conse
quently, a very small amount of friction. 

This bucket possesses the merit of not 
wearing out the log, nor itself. They will 
last many years, and should the rings, from 
any cause, require renewing, a new set can 
be put on in five minutes. All the old 
pumps now in use can have the old buckets 
replaced with these, the same gearing an
swering in both cases. The bucket which is 
to receive the ring can be cast at any coun
try foundry, and the patentee can furnish 
the rings at a very small price. No change 
of weather affects the elasticity of the rings, 
as the gum is vulcanized expressly for the 
purpose. It would be difficult to construct a 
pump which would work mOl e accurately. 

Particulars may be learned by addressing 
the patentee. 

------�.� .... -, ... -------
Plow Improvement. 

zle. Its construction is extremely simple, The claim on another page for a patent to 
while its cost is probably no more than the Noah Warlick, of Lafayette, Ala., for an im-
ordinary iron disk, as, no matter how deep " . 

provement in plows, is designed lor mcreas-
tbe well, only two of these buckets are re- ing their strength without adding to their 
quired to be in the log at the same time, weight, so as to make them better adapted for 
while the iron disks occur every few inches. operating in rough, stony, and rooty lands, 
l'hese numerous pisks being dispensed with, 

It has a Y -shaped brace, with its point to bear 
the . chain is therefore much lighter. on the ground when required, and to give 

Figure 1 is an iron casting having a shank support to the plow, and enable it to be used 
at A, at each end, by which to rivet it to the as a crowbar or lever with safety, for prying 
chain. It is supplied with two flanches, C C, up stones, stumps, roots, &c. 
of equal diameter, and these flanches are .. _ '  .. 
connected by a cone, B. A riug (1� inches Excavator .. 

in outside diameter) of india rubber, D, fig- The patent of C. Williams, of Jackson, 
ure 2,  is stretched over one of the fianches on Tenn., whose claim is in this week's list, re
to the cone, and fills up the space between lates to the l�ver scoop excavators. The 
them, or very nearly so, as seen in figure 2. shaft to which the scoop is attached works 
This figure represents the bucket vomplete. upon an upright pole , and is allowed to ro-
1 t must be remembered that the flanches, tate and work between friction rollers on the 
where they join the cone, are hollowed out, pole. This machine can be constructed cheap-
"0 that the ring, when compressed by the

._ 
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nd has some �xcellent points of nov�I. .. 1 

l'assage up the pump log, can partially con-
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NEW YORK. APRIL 14. 1855. 

The Canal. and Railroad. of New York. 

We are indebted to the State Engineer
John T. Clark-for a copy of his annual re
port on the canalF, for 1854, and find much 
therein to interest and instruct. The first 
railroad construc ted in this State-it is 
therein stated-was the one between Albany 
and Schenectady, fifteen miles long, which 
was projected in 1826, and completed in 
1830. It does not state who was the engi
neer of it, but we understand it was Peter 
Fleming, who surveyed and laid out the up
per part of New York City. The progress 
of railroads was somewhat slow, i t  appears, 
after the first one was built, for the Central 
liue through the State was not completed un
til 1843. At present we have two State lines 
of railroads, the Central, and the New York 
and Erie, and it seems they have injured the 
canal freight trade (a little) during the past 
year. In order to increase the revenue of 
the St�te, it has been proposed by the Gover
nor to levy a tax on railroad frieght, in order 
to make up the deficiency of loss from canal 
revenues j in other words, to make the rail
roads pay the rent of the canal. Mr. Clark, 
we are glad to see, points out the absurdity 
and foolishness of such a proposal. It would 
tend to injure the commerce of New York, 
and divert it into other channels. We find 
it stated in this report, that there is a mile 
of canals and railroads in New York for ev
every three miles square of territory in 
the State. Mr. Clark advocates the early 
completion of the Erie canal enlargement ; 
and in this he is right. It is a most absurd 
policy to have a little bit here, and another 
bit  there, of this work completed, and not 
the whole of it, when all of it, as a whole, 
is  required to be enlarged before its benefits 
can be experienced. 

It canuot be disguised, however, that a 
large portion of the interior carrying trade 
of New York, from the great West, now goes 
through by the completed Pennsy Ivania lines 
of railroad j and down through Lake Onta
rio. Merchandise will go by the most favor
able and economical routes-nothing can pre
vent this. The only way to increase the 
commerce of any country, is to increase its 
facilities for the cheap transport of merchan-
dise. 

------4.-·�·_..------
The New City Hall. 

We hope our city fathers will decide upon 
having this building constructed of cast-iron. 
The material is fire-proof, is stronger than 

. marble or granite, and will endure for 
thousands of years. It is also capable, in 
any edifi'ce, of being ornamented in the 
most elaborate manner, at a very small 
expense. We look upon cast-iron in its 
application to architecture as one of the 
grandest discoveries of this iron, steam, and 
lightning age. Tasteful ornament is beauti

ful, independent of its cost, be it cheap or 
expensive.  If then a building can be erect
ed of cast-iron, and ornamented with the 
fiuest architectural designs tor one tithe the 
expense for which it could be executed with 
carved stone, it should he a strong induce
ment to its general use in buildings ; its 
adoption certainly tends to elevate the public 
taste. The blockading of the streets of New 
York with piles of brick and mortar for new 
buildings, is a perfect nuisance. All this is 
avoided by the use of cast-iron. The several 
parts or castings of iron structures can be 
put up so rapidly that the public is never 
disturbed by street obstructions attending 
their erection. Several of the cast-iron 
buildings recently erected in our city are a 
credit to i t, more especially the new one of 
the Messrs. Harpers, the publishers, in Pearl 
street. It is  not quite completed yet, but 
even as it is, it i s  worth going a thousand 
miles to see, and when fully completed we 
shal l have something more to say about it. 

As cast iron has recently fallen in price, 
the New City naIl can be built of this ma

I terial for at least twenty thousand dollars �than it could have been two years ago. 
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Curious Electrical Phenomena. 

The Eaton lJemocrat (Mich.) of the 26th 
uIt., has come to us marked around. the let
ter of a correspondent, who describes a pe
culiar phenomenon which he witnessed du
ring a sp.ow storm on the 11th of last month, 
at about half-past eight o'clock in the even
ing, when at the house of his brother in Tus
cola, Livingston County. His brother, while 
crossing the street, beheld streams of light 
like electricity issuing from his fingers, and 
on attempting to brush them off, they began 
to issue from his clothes and his hair. He 
then called upon the writer to come out and 
see it  who did so, and found himself also 
envei�ped in light, when he approached him j 
he WhS literally covered with small flames, 
resembling a multitude of minute candles. 
He says : " We stood in the middle of the 
etreet, the storm pelting u� in its coldest fu
ry, the night as dark as Egypt, and we pre
senting the imposing appearance of lamp
posts illuminated by a hundreji burning 
tapers. 

soils receive the most advantage from this 
fertilizer, as they are most generally deficient 
in some essentials necessary to the growth 
and perfection of plants, which guano sup

in taking place than was expected. It com
menced about the first of January, and went 
on increasing until February, at which pe
riod the water at the lake h ad acquired its 
former purity. In this Report Prof: Hors
ford has added to his previous one and has done 
80 in a candid and creditable manner. Some 
difference of opinion has been expressed by 
the scientific men of Boston on this subjec t. 
We incline to the opinion that Dr. Hays has 
discovered the true cause-aquatic crusta
cea-but aquatic vegetable orgauisms, no 
doubt, as stated by Prof. Horsford, prevailed 
to a great extent last year, owing to the long 
and severe drought, and Dr. Jackson's chem
ical analysis is also proof positive of this. 
The people of Boston must not relax their ef
forts to prevent the evil occurring again. 

One characteristic of the phenomenon was 
rather singular. Although we were nearly 
all in a blaze, or at least nearly covered 
with a multitude of small blazes, yet they 
did not reflect the least light, nor were they 
in the least affected by the wind. We called 
the family out to see the sight, and the lights 
immediately appeared on them, but in a far 
less degree of brilliancy than they did on 
us. The appearance was beautiful indeed, 
and with its soft, gentle, phosphorescl.'nt 
flickering, contrasted beautifully with the 
thick darkness of the night, and the hoarse 
moaning of the elements lashed into fury by 
the madness of the storm." 

This is  the second notice of a like phe
nomenon observed during the past winter.
The other case is that related by H. Ware, of 
Cambridge, Mass., in a letter to Prof. Silli
man, and published on page 273, last num
ber of Silliman's Journal. The night on 
which it was witnessed was the 17th Decem
ber last, while he was walking along the long 
bridge between Boston and Cambridge. His 
attention was attracted to the iron lamp 
posts on the bridge by a loud hissing noise, 
and by several sharp pricks on his torehead, 
and on raising his hand to remove his felt 
hat, he beheld a brilliant discharge of elec
tric sparks when his fingers touched its rim. 
He then looked to the lamp posts, and saw 
loug streams of electric light streaming out 
from every point of them, although the 
lamps were not lighted. 'l'his was during a 
snow storm, and the wind blowing very 
strong, as was the case at Eaton. 

. .  - .. 
Guano. 

It is only fifteen years since guano was 
first used in Europe, and since 1840, when 
only a few tuns wenl used by way of experi
ment, its consumption has increased up to 
nearly 100,000 tuns per annum. In our own 
couutry the demands for it were so numerous 
last year that they could not be supplied. 
From the great and insatiable demand for 
this manure it has been subject to the most 
glaring adulterations by mi;x:ing it with loam 
of the same color as the guano itself. Farm
ers should therefore purchase it of respect
able and well-known dealers. The best 
quality of thiti fertilizer is the Peruvian. 
From the large amount of ammonia and 
phosphates contain€d in this kind of guano, 
together with the almost inexhaustible sup
ply, and the circumstances attending its ori
gin, collection, and importation, the farmer 
can more implicitly rely upon it for fertil
izing his fields than on any other. Being 
the production of a climate where rain sel
dom or never falls, its composition becomes 
less altered, and its character less varied, 
except in color, than those varieties found 
further north or south. 

Guano, like farm-yard manure, may be ap
plied with advantage to almost any kind of 
soil, as well as to most of our cultivated 
crops, as it contains every element necessary 
to their growth, independent of the quality 
of the soil-one great point being attended 
t o-that the land be in good tilth j for 
otherwise, the tender roots of the vegetahles 
would meet with obstruction, and become 
crippled in their growth. Poor well-tilled 

plies. 
------4.-.�·+.�. __ �--

New BlOe Bullets. 

The annexed figures represent two new 
bullets for rifles. F�ure 1 is a bullet with a 
hollow chamber in its butt, to make the 
charge of powder expand it and fill up the 
grooves in a rifle ; figure 2 is a bullet with a 
sabot or shoe of cork, on its butt, for a rifled 
cannon. Figure 1 is  a view taken from a 
figure in the account of Lieut. Col. Beamish 
of the experiments of Capt. Norton (of Cork, 
Ireland) with projectiles. Figure 2 is taken 
from a model balL sent us by Capt .  N. him
self, who says it is also well adapted for 
Sharp 's breech-loading rifie. The chamber
ed bullet is  designed to supersede the Minie 
ball for quick loading from the muzzle. 
Figure 2 is cast with a square shoulder on 
its butt (see dotted lines) and over this is 
secured the sabot of cork. This cork sabot 
will expand with the charge, and fill the 
grooves of the rifle, preventing windage, and 
and at the same time give the ball a spinning 
motion on its horizontal axis. It appears to 
us to be a more simple and better bullet for 
long use than the Minie ball. Capt. Norton 
has also used bolts for cannon like those of 
the old Genoese cross-bows, only his sabot 
was of lead secured on the end, by which 
means a cast· iron holt can be made to fit in-
to a rifled cannon, and receive a spinning 
motion by the lead being forced into the 
grooves, thus avoiding the dangerous grind
ing action by the cast- iron bullets in the 
spiral grooves of the Lancaster gun. On 
our claim page, this week, it will be noticed 
that a patent has been granted to Luther 
Houghton, of Philadelphia, for an improve
men t in loading rifled cannon, in which the 
sabot is mentioned. Our readers will under
stand what this means by our illustration. 
With a sabot, a conical cast-iron bullet might 
be used in a common rifle, and it would be 
able to pierce through a plate of pretty 
thick iron. Capt . .Norton in his experiments 
found this to be the case. We have no doubt 
but a conical bullet with a lead sabot may be 
safely used in a rifled cannon, and with ex
cellent effect. A few weeks since J. W. 
Cochrane, of this city, whose crushing ma
chine was puhlished on page 364, Vol. 7, 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, exhibited to us some 
peculiarly formed bullets with hollow spiral
led butts, which had been experimented with 
in the common plain bored muskets, and 
which gave them the quality of the rifle, by 
the spinning motion given to the ball. The 
same effect was produced on such shot--we 
were assured-in a plain bored cannon, with 
his cast-iron bnllet. If the same character 
of motion as that given to a ball by a rifle 
can be given to a bullet-owing to its pecu
liar form-in a plain bored barrel, the in
vention must be of great importance, as it 
will enable the smooth bored musket, which 
can be bored at much less e;x:pense than a 
rifle, to rival that peerless arms, for correct 
shooting. We have not witnessed any of the 
experiments ourselves, but we have been 
given to understand that some successful e;x:
periments have been made at Washington. 

" ' � I " 
Boston Water. 

We have received the Report of the Co
chituate Water Board, of Boston, for 1854, in 
which it is stated-and we are very glad to 
hear of it-that the offensive taste of the 
water has entirely disappeared. The im
provement in the ta,;te, however, was longer 

.. . .. .. 
To Inventors Onlv-l\lodel •• 

Almost daily we are in receipt of models 
on which the inventors have omitted to place 
their names. It is v�ry annoying to us to have 
our shelves and counters filled with models 
which we are often unable to decypher the use 
of, or know whom to address for information 
concerning them, and we do wish inventors 
would be more regardful of our feelings, and 
at the same time their own interests, by pla
cing their names and place of residence upon 
some part of every model they send to us. 
Inven�ors should not think that because they 
have recently written ns that they had invent
ed a machine for such and such a purpose, and 
got a reply , that if they would send a 
model we could decide upon its merits and 
pa tentability better than from their descrip
tion, when the model comes we should re
member who wrote about it. We care not 
how manY 'models are sent us for examina
tion-the more the better-but don't forget 
to put the inventors' names upon them, and 
wi thaI never forget to pre· pay the express 
charge , or otherwise provide for its payment 
by remitting the probable expense, by mail. 
T here are a number of nameless models 
which have come to this office within a week, 
which the inventors no doubt are looking for 
an acknowledgement of through the columns 
of this week's paper, and no doubt will write 
us in a petulant manner, inquiring why they 
have not heard from their models which were 
sent to us a week or two ago. Gentlemen, 
bear this in mind-" place y our names upon 
your models, accompanied with descriptions, 
(if not previously sent) pre-pay express 
charges, and your reCj.uests shall be promptly 
attended to." 

------�4�·� .... -· •• ------
Provision and Ifruit Pres.£vatloD. 

John C. Schooley, of Cincinnati, Ohio, ob
tained a patent on the 13th of last month, 
entitled a n�w process of curing meat. The 
object of this invention is the maintaining 
of a dry atmosphere in summer, in an apart
ment cooled by ice, so as to enable him to 
cure pork, beef, &c., during the summer as 
well as during the winter months. He has 
ascertained, he informs ns, by actual experi
ment on a large scale, that hogs and beef 
cattle can be killed, and the meat cured in 
Bummer, with nearly equal success as in the 
best winter weather. His plan is, to pass 
the air for"his building over the surface of 
ice, which thus reduces its temperature, and 
makes it  deposit its moisture before it enters 
the curing room. He commenced ollerations 
ia April, last year, and cured $ 15;000 worth 
of pork, hams and shoulders, with only a loss 
of about seven per cent. The temperature 
in the curing room ranged at from 39° 
to 48°, when it was from 90° 'to 950 in the 
shade outside. The chamber was entirely 
tree from moistnre and impure air, whilst 
in all other places heretofore used for 
summer curing, the curing chamber was al
ways, dripping with drops of water hanging 
to the ceiling or running down the sides of 
the apartment, creating an impure atmos
phere, and the result of curing in this moist 
air was disastrous, showing a loss in spoiled 
meat of not less than 20 to 40 per cent., or 
even amounting to 60 per cent., which has 
heretofore prevented the summer curing pro
cess from being of any commercial value. 

His plan is now in full operation at No. 
359 Plum street, Cincinnati, w here it may 
be eXllmined by all those interested in the 
preserving of both meats and fruils. if!: . IJil\ =�'f.i!iiid) ��'O 
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[Reported Officially for the Scientific American.] 

L I S T O F  P ATENT C L AIM S 
Iooued !'rom the United State. Patent Olllce. 
FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL 4, 1855 . •  

FACTITIOUS OILS-H. W. Adams, of New York Cay : I 
am aware that animal and vegetable oils have been mixed 
together and used for lubricating, painting, tanning, find 
bu"rning purpOSQS, I therefore claim no such mixtures ; but 
crude turpentine is not an oil, and theretore its mixture with 
fixed oils is a Dew composition of matter. 

But I claim the use of crude turpentine in a mixture made 
with it and the fixed oib:, in the manner and for the pm
poses substantially set forth. 

PREssEs-James P. Arnold, of Louisville, Ky. : I am 
aware that conical pulleys and a ,;ravellng belt thereon have 
been used for various purpolieR where speed and power are 
required at variable stages. The�e I do not claim. 

lint I claim operating the flhipper that moves the belt 
along the cones bv tIle descent of tha platen whilst pressing, 
so that the power 'shall be increased with the resistance, un
til the material is pre�sed, and then allowing' the shipper to 
rnn back at an increased velocity when the bale is ready to 
be removed, substantially as described. 

MANUF ACTURL 011' WlllTE LEAD BY PRECIPITATION
Richard Baker, of Newark, N. J. : I claim an improvement 
ill the combinat.ion of apparatus, 8 0  arranged and construct
ed as to produce carbouate of lead by precipitation more ex· 
peditiously and economically than by any other arrange
ment heretofore uEled for the same purpose. 

I uo not claim each and every part of the apparatus de
scribed as new. 

I clfl.im connecting with an air pump a series of vertical 
distribution pipes, 0 0 0 , as descri bed, cr)llsisting of a great 
many in number, descending vertically from the main hori
zontal pine, 0, and passing down through the head of the 
p recipitating vessel, v,  into the solution of suh-acetate of 
lead, 1 pipe at least through each square foot of surface of 
the top of the precipitating ve�sel, thereby tra.versing the 
solution with a great number of small jeti'! or blasts of car· 
bonic acid gas, causing a very rapid decomposition of the 
flo tution. as the vertical pipes CRnnot chokeup with the pon
derous precipitate, a constant blast from each pipe is there
by insured. 

LUBRICATING PISTONS OF AIR PUMPs-Abel Barker, of 
Honesdale, Pa. ; I claim the t.ransference of the lubricating 
oil from the battom of the engine cylinder to the upper side 
of the piston thereof, for the purpose of insuring the proper 
lubrication o f  said piston, substantially as set forth. 

SEED PLANTERS-C. B. Borden, B .  S. Borden, and A. R .  
McLean. of West Dresden, N .  Y. : We claim attaching to 
the handle of an ordinary hoe, a chamber. or box. il, which 
contllins the corn or seed to be planted, saId chamber or boX 
being provided with a slide, D ,  having a slot or recess, h, 
in its lower end, which slot or recess may be increased or 
diminished in size by adjusting the smal1 slide, E. 

The-slide, D,  being arntJlged as shown, 80 as to be opera
ted by the finger of the operator. and the spiral spring, H, 
for the purpose of depositing the !'eed or corn in the holes or 
furrows in the earth made by the hoe, as shown and de
Bcribed. 

[A brief description of this seed planter m�y be found on 
another page.] 

CONDENSERS FOR STEAM ENGINES-Louis BoUman, of 
New York City : I claim, first, the method described ofcon
trolling the il ljection of cold water into the condenser by 
connecl ing the injection cock or valve with a piston, g. or 
its equivale11t, which is exposed on one side to the pre�su�e 
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by variations in the pres�ure in the condenser, 80 as to in� 
crease or diminish the injection, as the sa.id p resRure dimin
ishes or increases, and to stop the injection when the desired 
vacuum is obtained. 

Second, the employment, substantially as deRcribed, for 
the purpose of heating a sufficiEmt quantity of water to s�p� 
ply the boiler t.o a higher tcmperature tban the water delIv
ered by the air pump, of an additional injection pipe, P, to 
inject the said quantity of water at the commencement of 
eduction into the eduction pipe or passage, the cylinder or 
any convenient place Dear the \entrance to the condt.lllser, 
combined with a receiver. Q, which is arranged in any way 
8ubstantially as described, and furuished with any suitable 
means substantially as deflcribed, of opening it at the com
mence�ent of eduction and injection to receive the s.aid wa� 
ter, and of shutting it off from the condenser, before the 
temperature of the latter is too-much reduced. 

[See description of this useful invention in No. 15 present 
volume SCI. AM. ] 

SRIPS' RIDING BITs-Thoa. Brown, of London, Eng. : I 
claim the tubular metallic riding bits, when entirely secured 
to a s ingle deck of a vessel, and arran"ed sul.Jstantially in 
the manner and for the purpose set forth. 

ADJUSTABLE PADDLE WHEEL-L. M. Dehart, of Reading, 
Pa. : I am aware that reefing buckets on paddle wheels have 
been used i and that an expanding propeller bas also been 
essayed, in which the wings have been d�a�vn towards the 
center or run out by means of racks and pIllIons : the!:>e I do 
not claim. 

But I claim, in combination with the hollow arms perma
nently fixed to the hub, the arms carrying the sections of 
the buckets. when said arms are bO arranged as to be sl id 
within the hollow arms by a rack and pinion, or its equiva� 
lent, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set 
forth. 

ANCHORS-R. V_ De Guinon, of Brooklyn, N. Y. : I do 
not claim fitting an anchor so as to hold in mud or sand, by 
providing either large fixed or movable fiukes in themselves. 

But I claim the method described of fitting a pair of mov
able flukes, g, to a suitable anchor, so as to fit it to hold in 
80ft or sandy soti, by means of the tie rods, h, thimble, 2, 
and colla.r, I, tor the purposes, and as specified. 

SAFETY PORT I"OR COAL HOLES-S. W. Frost, of Boston, 
Mass. : I claim combining with the door, 13, and the frame, 
A, or the vault opening, a safety guard applied thereto, sub
stantially in the mannpr and for the purpose specihed. 

VALVES FOR STEAM ENGINES-Thos. Goodrum, of Provi� 
dence, R . I. : First, though 1 do lIot claim to be the first in
ventor of rotating tubular valves for the induction aededuc
tion of the steam. I claim the rotary tubular valve having 
openings and cavities arranged substantially as described, 
to communicate with the induction and with one, two, or 
more openings or ports, a, leading to one end, and a corres 
ponding number of ports, a', leading to the opposite end of 
one, two, or more cylinders, whereby the same valve is en 
abled to control the induction and eduction of steam. to both 
ends of one, two or more cylinders. 

Seeond, I claim the variable cut off, consisting of two seg
ments of cylinders, 0 , and 0', and plates, p p', applied with
in the tnbular valve, substantially as described. 

,Third, I claim arranging the val ve casing and the tubular 
valve with the axis of the valve in line with the cylisder or 
cylinders, as described, so as to bring the valve into an 
equally convenient po,hion relatively to two or more cylin
ders, and enable the length of the pas!lages leading from it 
to the cylinders to be reduced to the greatest possible de· 
gree. 

[A description of this improvement in steam valves for en
gines may be found on another page.] 

DIRECT-ACTING HYDRAULIC STEAM PUMPs-R. B. Gor
such, of New York City ; I claim effecting a water pressure 
upon the suction end of the pump plunger, M, in direct'Bct� 
ing stearn pumps, at or near the completion of the stroke, 
without diminishing the resistance against the forcing end 
of the plunger, or in the manner shown, or in ltn equivalent 
way, for the purpose of clolSing the suction valves, a, filling 
the vacuouS splice in the pump chamber, preparing the force 
valves for opening and acting conjointly with the steam 
pressure upon the piston, B, whereby the steam valve, D, is 
operated with precision, whatever may be its velocity. 

[A singular incident is connected with the issuing of this 
which we cannot refrain from noticing. Thill same 

� tieniifit �mtritan . 
patent was issued to Mr. Gorsuch on the 7th of March, and 
his claim published in No. 2/, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. A 
few days after the granting of the patent, Mr. Gor:mch re
ceived a notice from the Office that his patent had been re
fused, and gave as a reason for its decision, tha.t his invention 
�a8 anticipated by a patent granted to a well·known pump 
maker of this city. Upon investigation of the matter, it 
appears that after Mr. G.'8 patent had been issued, and just 
as the document was to be mailed to him, the pump maker 
in question visited Washington, and, by Some unexplained 
means, M'r. G. 's patent was cancelled, and a letter of rejec
tion sent to him, referring for reference to a patent granted 
to said pump maker. The �equel is, Mr. Gorsuch has his 
patent ; the Office are convinced his claims do not infringe 
upon the patent referred to, and we are satisfied that llr. 
Gorsuch would have lost his patent had his interests not 
been well cared for.] 

HOSE COUPLING-Smith Groom, of Troy, N. Y. : I claim 
a hose coupling compos;ed of two parts, on one of which are 
spring clamps or jaws cQJ)trolled by a friction ring, ana on 
the other a groove, int.o which said )aws or clamps take,. the 
whole being so Arranged, when Uluted, as to make a tIght 

t��;� ��}});it���ru���!;i[na: i���B 
c��pl����o tUrn on the 

PLows-To J. Hall, of Tawakana Hills, Texas : I do not 
claim a cutting wheel in connection with a. plow, as this has 
been done repeatedly. 

But I claim so hanging the cutter to the beam as that it 
may swivel therein, ill combination with the supports at the 
edge of the wheel, substantially as set forth and described. 

VALVE FOR WIND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTs-Gustavus 
Hammer. of Cincinnati, 0. : I claim the combination of the 
bow, 15, string, 16, and the screw, 19, for working them
selves, and preventing the string from slipping, all for pur
poses set forth. 

I also claim the privilege of ap-plying the improved valve 
to fJ.ll mmdcal instruments to which such valves are com� 
monly attached. 

MODE OF LOADING RlFLED CANNON-Luther Houghton, 
of Philadelphia, Pa. : Disclaiming the sabot, as now used, 
I claim for loading rifled or grooved cannon, the employ� 
ment of a deep sabC"t at the base of the projectile, so as to 
be driven thereon, and into the grooves of the gun at the 
moment of discharge, for renaering said grooves effective iu 
producing the rotation of the prOjectile, as specified. 

I�ooMs-B. H. Jenks, of Bridesburgh. Pa. Ante-dated 
J an. �, 1855 : I claim the yielding rest or support for the 
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upon the picker. thereby preventing the filling of the .cop 
from being jarred off and entangled, and relieving the plCk� 
er from danger of being broken. ' 

I also claim separating or freeing the picker from the end 
of the shuttle by the slime movement which shifts the shut
tle boxes, operating t.hrough a co�bination of levers. camH, 
and springs, ,'ubstantmlly as set forth, or through levers, 
carns, or treddles worked from any part of the loom. 

DOUBLE-ACTING PUMP-B. F. Joslyn, of Worcester, Mass. 
I do not claim placing cylinders in any pllrticular position 
in regard to the air chamber or other parts, nor the exact 
form or proportions of any of the valves, tubes, or other 
parts. 

But. I claim forming a direct passage to admit fluids to one 
part of the cylinder by mean s of a tube attached to and 
working with the piston, and pa�8inFt through the other part 
and end when applied to double�acting pumps, as described 
or any �ther substantially the same. 

:RAKES AND HAY ELEVATORs-Wm. J. Keeney & James 
R. Tarbox, of Switzerland Vo., Ind. : We claim th� combi
nation of the apron, }!\ endless belt, M M, al:ld elastlc clear
ers I I either alone or in connection WIth two driving 
wh�els: clutches, and a rake placed behind for the purpose 
of raking and elevating hay, as set forth. 

HOISTING AND DUMPING COAL CARs-George Martz, of 
Pottsville Pa. · I cla.im the combination of the coal cal , 0, 
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tic ally up the �haft by its ways, A', the carriag� of t!16 coal 
car 0, is guided by the independent ways, A2 and N, lU such 
a �aIlller as to t It the ear when it obtains th� proper ele'ra· 
tion, and phtce it in '!uch a position t.hat it.s contentl':! will be 
self-discharged into the shute, 6, substantIally as set forth. 

ApPARATUS FOR FEEDING PAPER TO HAND PRINTING 
PRESSES-Ebenezer Mathers and Wm. D. Siegfried, of Mor
gantown, Va. : We  claim the feeding hand pre�ses, aU,to
matically, by meaDS of the operatien of the clamps, gUIde 
rods, cords, weights, pulleys, catches, and springs, arranged 
in the manner and for the purpose set forth. 

COTTON GINS-J_ B. Mel1, of Riceboro', Georgia : I 
am aware that card clothing has been m�ed with a rotary 
brush in a cotton gin, and therefore I do not claim theIll l'lep
srately or combined. 

I claim the combination of the beater, B, card cylinder, 
F, brushes, g and II, and plate, J, when arranged substan 
tially in the manner debcribed and set forth. 

[On page 348, Vol. 9, a notice may be found of this cotton 
cleaner.] 

LANCETs-Henry Mellish, of Walpole, N. H. : I do not 
claim the combination of a piston and charger, as such, for 
the purpose of depositing vaccine or/other matter. 

But I claim the construction of a lancet in combination 
with a charger and piston inside its blade, �ubstantially as 
defo'crioed, for the purpose of depositing vaccine or other 
matter, in a puncture made for that purpose, before the lan
cet il:l drawn. 

COAL HOLE COVERS-F. H. Moore, of Boston, Mass. : I 
claim the method of Recuring the coal hole cover by means 
at the rods, h, or their equivalents whereby the cover may 
be raised more or less as l'eq1lil'ed for pUl poses of ventilation 
or for the introduction of coal, and all danger to passers-by 
is avoided, as set forth. 

BREECH·LoADING FIRE ARMS-Rollin White, of Hart
ford, Ct. : I claim, first, the application of the sliding breech 
to operate in connection with the trigger, through a tumbler, 
as described. in substantially the same manner as the ham 
mer in ordinary fire arms, thereby making the breech serve 
not only its proper purpose of closing the rear of the cham
ber, but as the hammer for e.fiecting the explosion of the 
charge, as set fort.h. 

Second, the spring plate, B, applied substantially as de
scribed, to serve as a guide to conduct thecartridg� into the 
open chamber and as a gua.rd to prevent the cartndge fall� 
ing out at the �ear of the chamber betore the breech is liber
ated, as /:let forth. 

STOVE: PIPE TUBE-Thos. Moore, of Fair Haven. Vt. : I 
claim the double and adjustable concentric tubeb, or stove 
pipe thimbles, constructed in the manner described for the 
purposes set forth. 

PULLEY ARRANGEMENT FOR DUMB WAITERs-Andrew 
Murtaugh, of New York Oity : I claim the manner shown 
of arranging and suspending the waiter, A, and weight, B, 
between the cords, C D, arranged double over pulleys, sub-
8tantial1y as and for the purp€lse s,  t forth. 

[See notice of this invention on another page.] 
SEED PLANTERS-I. W. McGaffey, of Syracuse, N. Y. : I 

am aware that a swinging fertilizer discharge valve, in con
nection with a seed planter of itself is not new. Also, that 
a tilt apron abruptly operated by cam� to dibcharge accumu
lated seed let OD to it by a separately driven slide or valve 
has before been employed, but the relative arrangement, 
construction, and operation of these parts has been differ
ent · as substantive devices therefore or otherwise than as 
a.rr�nged and operating in connection, I do not claim them. 

I claim the combination of the fertilizer tilt apron, K, with 
the seed distributing roller, F, constructed, arranged and 
operating together, substantially as specified. 

[A short description of this waiter may be found on an
other page.] 

FIRE PROOF FLOOR AND CEILING-F. A. Petersen, of 
New York City : I do not wish to be understood as limiting 
myself to the special form of tbe beams and tubes. and the 
kind of filling between them so long as the same result is at� 
tained by merely formal variations. 

I claim the method substantially as described of making 
fire-proof floors and ceilings, by means of metallic flanched 
beams in combination with tile tubes interposed between 
and resting on the fianches of the beams, and tilled in above, 
a.ll s llbstantially 8S and for the purpose specified. 

FIRE ESCAPE LADDER-S. R. Roscoe, of Carlisle, N. Y. : 
I claim, in the described sectional ladder, for fire escapes, 
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in which it.tr!l.ver�(>s the whole b£ting constructed to operate 
as I esc i II d, for he purposes set forth. 

Rec.,nd, in combination with the described sectional lad� 
der, I claim the tra.versing platform, P, and traversing roll
er, G, so constructed and arranged as to allow the sect.ions of 
the htdder t9 be operated, as set forth. 

RAILROAD CAR SEATS-A. D. Smith, of Mereditht N. Y. : 
I claim the combination of the arms, c c, which project from 
the back of a car seat, with the movable bars, d Q, which 
are combined with the car seat and its arm'l, K K, or their 
equivalentt;, in !o:IUf'h a manner that by the aid of the shoul
ders, g g, on t.he standards, p p, the back of the seat may be 
supported in ',:1e proper position for day riding, or be ele.
vated into the proper p08ition tor night riding and sup� 
port.t:d in that- posltion, substanthl.lly a8 f1et forth. 

CHAIN PUMPs-Arcalous Wyckoff, of Columbus, Ohio : I 
claim the application of an elastic or other suitable valve to 
an endless chain pump cylinder, said valve being arranged 
so as to be capable ot only opening upward, substantially us 
and for the purpolle set torth. 

[On another page a brief description of this invention may 
be found.J 

PROTECTOR FOR LAMP SHADEs-Charles and Anna C. 
W ilhelm, of .Philadelphia, .Pa. : We are aware that a ptttent 
has been granted to .M.. B. l>yatt, for a lamp hhade frame 
made or metal, in which he claims tbe arrallgement.of the 
shade, shield, and wires, or their equivalents, with the in-
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We claim the introduction of mica as a transparent non
conducting" material betweell till' shade and the frame, tor 
the purpose of preventing thv shade from taking fire, or be
ing otiltlrwihe injured, whilst the light is as flee to he reticct
ed as though thele was nothing interposed between them, 
substant.iaUy Ull described. 

BANK LOCKS-C. Gustav Mueller, of Charleston, S_ C. : 
I chum, first, a key provided with extension blts, the indi
vidual length of each of which can be altered at pleasul·e, 
and stiH btl appltcable to the lock, as descriued. 

I alISO claim the arrangement at the plates, .M., a.nd slides, 
1', tor preventing any fnction, and so as to prevent lile POI>
!'libility of teelmgtbow the plates or slide& are coullecLeo, as 
set fonh. I also claim the bars, M, having saw toothed racks as ar� 
ranged with the s liding b!trS, i, aud the projectillg pins, m, 
lor operuting thtm hom the outside ot L.I.l.e lOCK, as de· 
scribed. 

I also claim the arrangement of the horizontal changeable 
sIlding pIllS which ale llwvtd by t.he bins, M, the rack 
toothed wheels or segments, alid lorked lever, U, wnich is 
moved by the projecLion on the cilcullll' p late, W, aB bet 
lorth. 

I tl.lso claim, as arranged, the bars, M, and the stationary 
plate, li, tor holdmg the pints when they are withdrawufroru 
8<ttd lmr.!:!, as descrilJed. 

1 aLso claim the arrangement of the knob, the collar, R, 
with it� bent arm, '1', and Llle circular plate, W, for tuwing 
Hud holdmg said plate, sUb!:ltanLialJy al:l descri�ed. 

I also Cl<l.lm, as unanged, the rod, p ,  of the �nller knob, the 
lever, 1, shaft.� t, lever, d, plat�, r, ami itl1 spnug, g, tor con
necting said knob with the bars, M, and opel'atmg them as 
set lorth. 

REPEATING FIRE ARMs-Rollin White. of Hartford Ct. : 
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the purpose 01 enabling the said cbambers to be charged at 
the lear, either by haud or by a selt-acting charger, tiuuMan
t HtUy as described. 

Second, the QPplication of a guard to covel' the front of all 
the chambers ot the cylinder, which are not in Hue with 
the barrcl, or Qlly number thereof which may have been 
loaded , combined with the provision of u proper .splice for 
the lateral escape of the exploded powder, sUbstautially tIS 
described, whether the said hl'aCe be between the cylinder 
and guard, or in l'ear of the cylinder, and whether the l:IaJd 
guard be coush'ucted with a n�cess, to receive the baIlB or 
be of such form a!:l lllerely to Stop the balls. 

Third, combining a clmrging pis LOn, H, with the hammer 
by meaus of geariug, buLsttlntib,lly as desclibed, or by the 
equivalent thereof, 111 such a mauner that by railSing the ham
m t:l l"  to cock the lock, the pist,on IS movt!d towards the cham
bered cyllllder to tOlce a cartridge from the maguzine iuto 
one of tile chambers thereof, fmd by the iljoHing 01 the hlilll� 
mer, the p iston iB withdrawn to ll,llow a l:CW cartridge to be 
supplied ready to be driven into lIle next chamber of lhe cyl
hloer as the hammel' is again nl-ised to cock the piece, as tUl
ly set forth. 

l!'o1lrLh, furnishing the hammer with an attachment, m, by 
which jn the act at  falling It mll,y clo!5e the mouth ot' the 
magazine, subbtamially atl de::.cubed, befole exploding the 
priming, and thus protect the charges within l-h� magazine 
trom iguiLion. 

REPEATING FIRE ARM-Rollin White, of Hartford, Ct. : 
First, 1 do not claim the employment of a IDM.gazine to sup
ply cal'tridgelS to the chambers or caps 10 the nipples, when 
the cartridgt8 tlre arrauged therein end to end, to be ted iULO 
the chamber or chamber!:l or on to the nipple of the piece. 

Hut I claim the method Bubbtalltially as debcribed, of com� 
bining aud applying the magazine and chargillg tube either 
for cartridge::! or pnIDing, to wit, the chargHlg tube being 
arrallged iu line with thcchamuer or oue of the chambels o r  
the nipple, o r  one o f  the nilJples o f  the piece, and the maga� 
zine I"eing arranged ill �uch a manner relatively thereto that 
the cartTldge� 01' caps lie bide by bide, to ue sideways one by 
one, atl requirej, in  0 the charging tube, by graVitation, a 
spl ing, or other mean IS, on the retraction of the said piston 
from upposite the magl:Lzine, and to be fed into the chamber 
or on to the nipple by the movement of the piston towards 
it. 

Second, I claim combining the rotating chambered cylin� 
dered with the chal ging pIston, or its equivalent, ill the 
manner substantill,lly as set tonh, so that by the operation of 
retrl:l.cting the charger after charging a chamber 01 the cy lin · 
der, the cylinder �ball be rotated to the extent required to 
bring a new chamber in line with the barrel 

Thud. I claim combining the hammer with the charging 
piston, in the manner substantially as de·scribed, so that the 
operation of moving the charging pi.,ton to drive a cartridge 
from the magazine into the chamber the hammer shall be 
raised to cock the lock. 

�'ourth, I claim the spring protecting plate, M, applied 
substantially as described, to fall into not.ches, u, u, in the 
rear of' the rotating cylinder to protect the other charged 
chambers from the efIects oflaterul fire fromthe dbcllalge ot 
the chumber which is in line with the barrel. 

[This is the fifth patent on fire arms taken by Mr. White, 
within a few weeks, through this office.] 

PLows-Noah Warlick. of La ��ayette, Ala. : I do not 
claim the whale lance shaped point st:parately. 

But I claim the whale lance ::.haped point, D ,  having a 
notch in its upper side to receive the lower end ot the coult� 
er, in combination with said coulter aud the y·shaped ad� 
justable double brace, (J () ' ,  as set forth. 

[See a description of this plow on another page.] 
EXCAVATING MACHINE-C. Williams, of Jackson, Tenn. : 

I claim having the frame or shaft, D, of the scoop or shovel, 
E, formed of two bars, e e, and having said barl� working �e· 
tweeu triction rollers, d, in guide plates, C c, at OPPosite 
sides of t.he pole. A. The frame or shaft and shovel being 
operated uy the means shown or their equivalents. 

[On another page see a description of this machine ; en
gravings are necessary to explain the matter well.l 

MECHANISM BY WHlCH APPROACHING VEHICLES OPEN 
AND CLO�E GATEs-Enoa Woodruff, of Elizabetht.own, N. 
J.  : I claim. first, applyiug weights in manner specified, or 
any similar manner, to the operating the gate. 

Second, the application to riuch gates of the manner here
in described, ot causing both latches to lift at the same 
time. 

Third the application of catches with one side higher 
than the other, to a rotating gate. 

Fourth, the manner above described of preventing the 
tread of an animal from opening the gate, or any mode an
alogous thereto. 

CULTIVATORS FOR TOBACCO-Francis L. Smithson, of 
Meckltlllburgh County, Va. : I claim the combination of the 
harrow teeth and cylinder, substantially in the manner and 
for the purpose set forth. 

ARRANGEMENT OF MEANS FOR FREEING STEAM BOIL
ERS FROM �EDIMENT-Hiram Strait, of CovingtoB, Ky. : I 
claim in the construction of a steam boiler of any kind, the 
arrangement and combination of the valved partition, blow
off pipes, and cock or valves, so as to expel its sediment, 
mud, Bcaleij, impurities or incrustations, at any time and in. a few minutes, by the joint or separate force and pre�8ure of 
its own steam and water, without exhausting eHher or sus-
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substantially as herein specified. 
[An engraving of this invention will be published next 

week.] 
BREECH LOADING FIRE ARKs-George H. Soule, of Jer

sey City, N. J. : I claim the use of the double·acting cam, 

in combination with the charging chamber and breech piece, 
having an opening, P, in it. for cutting off the end Elf the 
cartridge, and discharging the fragments thereof from the 
charging chamber, the said parts made and operating in 
combination wHh the barrel and magazine of a. gUD, Bubstantially as set forth. 

FOLDING BEDSTEADs-WilHam Stoddard, of Hingham, 
Mass. : I claim, the making the side rails of bedsteads in 
sections hinged together, and also to the head and foot posts, 
so that they will fold together substantially as specified. in 
combination with the slats which support the bedding, 
w hieb slats are so constructed and provided with pins or 
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in the manner and for the purposes set forth. 
IlRAIN CLEANER-Benjamin J. Trimmer, of Parma. N. 

y. : I claim the construction and arrangement of the india 
rubber scroll and spring teeth regulated by the bridge tree, 
for the purpose and in the manner substantially as des«ribed. 

WASHING MACHINEs-George W. Edgcomb, of Lima, 
Ind. : I am aware that 8 wash·board has been made of a 
conical form, baving its surface higher above the bottom of 
the tub at the circumference than at the center, with radial 
ribs of the form of a. half cone attached to it, and to the bot_ 
tom of the tub with t.heir broadeat end outwards, and with 
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over, has been used before, in the washing machine of Joel 
Wisner, patented November 8th. 1853, and therefore I do 
not claim such as my invention, for the reason that I have 
mfl.de a marked improvement tho;lreon. 

I claim the alteruating radial arrangement of the taper
in'!' rubbers, 0 and I ,  upon the under side of the actuating 
disk, G, and upon the bottom, H. of the tub, sublOtantially 
in the manner and fol' the purpose set forth_ 

HAURows-Charles Clareni, (assignor to Chas. Clareni & 
George P. Field,) of New York City : I claim making the 
rotating harrow in flexible segments, as described. 

SCRAPERS FOR REMOVING DIRT FROM BOOTS AND SHOES 
-Ozro A. Clane. and Henry J. Lewis, of Green Point, N. 
Y. (assignors to Ozro A. Urane, aforesaid,) : We claim the 
method deRcribed and shown, of causing the uru::ohes, c. to 
accommodate themi!elves to any size or shape of boot 0 1'  shoe, 
and brush of I both sides at once, by so attaching said brush� 
es that they shall be forced together by springs, substantial
ly as specified. 

FIXTURES FOR CURTAIN ROLLERs-John Hart'Jhorn, and 
Dexter H. Chll,mberlaiH, of Boslon, Ma�s. (assignors to John 
Hartshorn, aforesaid) : I do not claim balancing and sup
porting window cmtaius by means of friction upon the ends 
of their rods. 

But I claim the bent socket, E, pivoting upon the win� 
dow jamb, and secured thereto by menns of screws, as de
srribed, whereby sufficient friction may be placed upon the 
rod to balance a CUI tain of any size or weight, without the 
use of springs or other contrivances for the purpose. 

RE·ISSUES. 
VA.ur..lr COVERs-Thaddeus Hyatt., of New York City. 

Original patent dated Nov. 2, 1845 : I clahn, in covers tor 
openings to vaults in �oors, decks, &c., making them of a 
metallic grating or perforated metallic plate, wU.h the aper
tures so sruall that persons or bodie8 pa!:lsing over 01' falling 
on them, may be entirely bustained by the metal, substan� 
tially alS described, but this I only claim when the apertures 
are pr€ltected by glass, substantially as and for the purpose 
�p€cified. 

And I also claim, in combination with the grating or per· 
forated covel' and glass fitted theret.o, the knobs or protu� 
berances on the npper surface of the grating or perlorated 
plate, tor preventing the abral:>iou or scratching of the gla�s, 
substantially as specitied. 

GRA.IN AND GR.ASS HARVESTERS-Abner Whitely, of 
Springfield, Ohio. Original patent dated �ept. 19, 1854 : I 
claim, first, the combination of the r�ke, 0, sw�ngillg or 
suspended from one rod of the reel, wun the gUldes, L L, 
and ways, S S, substantially as above set fonh and de!Scribed, 
for the purpose not only of ddivering the grain at the rear 
of the platform, but also for better directing the standing 
crop to the cutters. 

I do not claim any rotary sweep rake carried on arms in 
the shaft which drives it. and SlIding on these arm" to and 
from said shaft, permitting it to be adjusted to the platform 
by guides for that purpose, nor any such guides, whether 
com bined with the reel or not, neither do I claim any such 
guides as 8.re use d tor reciprocating mkes. 

Second, I claim the guides for forcing the grain into the 
end of the reel as described, and for the purposel'l set forth. 

I do not c laim any guides for guiding the grain into the 
reel, when they are placed below the luwest point at which 
the reel rods worked. 

'fhird, I claim the latch, f, and appendages, by which the 
operator is enabled to permit more or less gmin to accumu
late on the platform between succesbive acnons of the rake. 

Fourth, I claim placing the v ibrathlg knife bar, 3, and 
cuttels thereon, between lilternately plnced fiugers, 4 and 5, 
for the purpose of dispening with the blot guards, and su::.� 
taining the line of cut uy  throwing the action of t h e  alter. 
nate shear edge of Ihe blades of fiaid CULlers on the upper 
and lower sides of the said fingers. 

Fifth, I do not cluim the mere alternation of the teeth on 
the eutter bar, so that the two edges of one tooth wili be 
above, and those of the next below. 

Hut I claim the alternate edging of the same tooth, and 
so placing them together, that the two adjacent edges of 
successive teeth, which act against t.he same finger, mily be 
alike turned in one dlrection, while the next two edges, 
acting against the next finger, are alike Lurned in the cun
trary direction. 

DESIGN. 
FORK AND SPOON HANDLEs-Henry Biggins, of Mount 

Vernon, N. Y., (assignor to Michael Gibney, of New York 
City . )  

. .. . ... 
Sharp's Rifle in England. :to 

The merits of Sharp's American breech
loading dftd has been brought before the Brit
ish Parliament, and its introduction into the 
BrItish Army demanded. Mr. Maguire stated 
that he had witnessed experiments with it 
when it was fired forty times in five minutes. 
Col. Knox said he had also seen the weapon 
tested, an d  he considered it to be far superior 
to any other in use. Mr. Monsell also saw it 
tested, and agreed with all that had been said 
in its favor by Mr Maguire. He also stated, 
however, that as soon as the authorities at 
Wool wich had tested various rifteg, and 
breech-loading fire arms, and reported on the 
best, they would at once proceed to manu
facture it; at present, the question was be
tween the choice of two, Mr. Sharp's, of 
America, and M. Lenoir's, of Paris. 

. .  � .. 
011 from the Bowel. of a MountaIn. 

A statement has been made to us (for the 
truth of which we do not vouch) that a large 
number of springs have been discovered in 
Western Pennsylvania, which, by a process 
of evaporation and distillation, yield an oil 
equal in purity to the best sperm oil. It is 
represented as furnishing a brilliant light, 
and as not being affected by the cold wi'th 
the thermometor 14 degrees below zero. It 
is said 1000 gallons of this oil has al ready 
been prodnced. Is there any truth in the 
report ?-[Philadelphia Ledger. 
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TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

J. D. B . ,  of Ala.-We believe the Patent Bill, in its pres� 
ent shape, never can become a law. Your rema.rks are to 
the point, and it gives us courage to have an expression of 
your views on it. 

J. B. C., of Tenn.-The sketch yon have sent to show 
how a car can be moved on the road by the application of a 
mechanical force in a contrary direction, is not applicable 
to a vessel moved by the wind against the wind, and your 
own remarks are in accordance with this view. Why should 
experiment be required, as you suggest, to test the qnestion. 
If correct in theory, and it can be made to move with a 
three mile velocity per hour against the wind, all you have 
to do is to increase the ga.le, and make the vessel move still 
faster against the wind. 

F. & P., of Pa.-To get up suitable engravings of your 
handle machine for our columns, would cost you $15 ; we 
would not advise to have them appear until the case is act
ed upon at the Patent Office. 

J. A. S., of Mass.-The mere assertion that you have got 
up a. machine which will accomplish a certain result. with� 
out describing its construction, is not Bufficiently adequate 
for us to express an opinion upon. If you will send U8 a 
model or even a good drawing, we shall then be able to 
gi ve you the information solicited. 

A NOVELTY-A Writing Machine, by which. with 
common pens. ink, and paper, a.n original and one 

or more copies (either on single sheets or in a blank 
book.> can be written simultaneously. It is very simple 
in construction. and works with all the freedom of a de
tached pen. It fills a great jiesideratum. beside.- entire
ly superseding the cO}Jying-press. Every lawyer, copy
ist, merchant, busine�s. and literary man should have 

hlHIP'S BLOCKS-Platt's Patent, May 18, 1852, a 
� much admired and durable block. For sale by C. 
H. Platt, 46 West st., New York City. 29 4' 

ANDRlnvs & JESUP-Commission Merchants. 
Cotton and Woolen Machinery, Stearn Engines, 

Machinists Tools, Belting, &e., Importers and Dealt!Ts in 
Manufacturer's Articles, No. 67 .Pine st., N. Y. 23 1y 
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tee offers rights for sale in such States and cities as still 
remain undisposed of. It is a fortune for the purchastr. 
For models vrices. etc-, write or apply to 

IMPROVED PORTABJ.E Cm.r.ULAR Saw·mills, 
- Manufactured by W. HERRICK. near the Depot, 

Northampton. Mass. N. B. Saw Mandrills, Saws, im� 
proved Saw-sets and Upsets furnished and warranted. 
Orders filled for any part of the United States. 27 10' H. R.  Corson, of :Markham, C. W.-Wishes to know who 

sells the best bark mil16. Manufacturers of such mills will 
please address him. 

31 4' D. SHEPHERD. Counsellor·at· aw, No. 7 Wall st. 

E. H.,  of Pa.-We never knew that engineers received free 
passages, before : think it is a mistake. 

A. K .  S . ,  of Pa.-You can purchase dies, w e  think, for 
cutting Dames on sheet brass, of John R. Hoole, 124 Nas
sau street, New York. 

S .  J. G., of Iowa-Before we can pass our opinion upon 
your improved square, we shall require a. sketch and de
scription of it. We will ma.il to your address a circular of 
information. 

B. G. N., of N. Y.-There is no novelty in y '  ur device 
for indicating the stopping places of railway trains. We 
have seen essentially the same device before. 

W. K., of Nova Scotia-We would be vel'Y glad to com
ply with your request, but we fear the subject would not 
interest many of our readers. We aim to publish novelties, 
such as indicate the progress of invention. 

L. B., of Mich.-We fnlly understand your invention, and 
cannot advise you to apply for a patent. It has been, and 
is, a common practice to construct a. single slide valve to 
open the exhaust before the end of the stroke, and before 
the admission of steam on the opposite side of the piston. 
We do not kno w tha.t the exhaust has been opened all the 
way before the termination of stroke, but if it has not, 
your invention is only an extension of a well known prin
ciple of operation. 

D. W. W. , of Mass.-We have seen filters constructed on: 
essentially the same pla.n as you describe, therefore we Can
not advise an application for a pa.tent. as we think it w·ould� 
be unsuccessful. 

S. L., of Md.-See a method of ma.king water�proof black-
lng on another column. 

n. J., o f  Va._It would be impossible for nb to describe 
to you the various plans of coal digging machinery. If 
you wish our opinion as to whether your plan hi new, send 
us a model, or a drawing and description. Search the SCI. 
ENTIFIC AMERICAN for improvements in making alum salt. 
We cannot lay our hands upon the same. 

G. W. S ., of N. J. -Where do you get the power to move 
your vessel three miles faster than the wind that drives it, 
for certainly I it is very evident if you move your vessel so 
fa.st directly against the wind, it must be able to move three 
miles faster tha.n the wind belore it. You may see different, 
but we cannot. 

G. W. E. ,  of Md.-You appear not to be willing to see 
our position, in reference to the age of the w orld. We 
have said that the first three days of creation could not be 
solar days if the sun was created after that, and then you 
say, that it deNlves upon us to show how the light was 
separated from the darkness in those days. You might 

just as well say it deVOlves upon us to tell how Bolar light 
was created. 

T. A., of Penn .-Stucco is unfit for plastering the outside 
o f  buildings ou lathe work. Urick buildings are covered 
with mastic sometimes, and this does very well, but could 
not be applied on lath work. 

W. E., of Pa.-We are not able to tell whether the pro
cess of your friend is patentable or not, as we do not under� 
stand it. If he merely uses the acid which you have named 
in combination with the la.rd, then it is a. new compound, 
not a. process, you should have explained it more fully. 

R. N., of Ga.-The asphixiating bullet must be a clap· 
trap name. Hunt's books on photography, and Smees' on 
electrotyping, are good. All the machines that we have 
seen applied to rice hulling act on thoe beetling principle. 
We do not think that friction apl'lied to hulling can be pat
ented as a. principle of action, it having been appplied to 
other grains ; but your method may be patentable. 

A. S., of M ich.-The sketch ot' your sawing machinery 

S. S., of N. J.-Your diagram of the s8sh catch repre 
sents a convenient contrivance, but is  far from possessing 
patentable novelty. Equivalently the some means for hold .. 
ing the lower sash at any desired point in the frame, is in 
common use. 

W. D., Jr., o f  Pa..-It you can uccomplish such advan
tageouR results from your improvement in ring and travel� 
er spinning, as you state (and we see no reason to think you 
cannot,) 'y ou have a very valuable invendon, one well worth 
se�uring by patent. Send us a model if  yon have one, and 
if you have not. you had better have one made at once. 

H. A. I�., of O.-Three dollars received for repairing mod
el-all right. 

D. W. D. F., o( Pa..-Your fly wheel is novel, but not 
useful or practicable. If you should nse those U drop 
pieces " as you term them, upon a wheel propelled with 
much velocity, we should advise you 10 look out for your 
head. 

A. W. G., of Pa.-We cannot give you better advice con
eerning your alleged invention than we have already done. 

B. B. W., of Miss.-We have no knowledge o( Fra:r.ee's 
saw mill,  therefore can give you no advice concerning it.  

Money reeel"yed at the SCIENTIFIC AXERICAN· on account 
of Patent Offioe bUBiness t'Or the week ending· Saturday, 
Avril 7 :-

J. N . ,  of N. Y. , $25 ; B. &; T . ,  of 0. ,  $30 ; T. &; S.,  of N. 
J. , $lOO ; J. M. P . , of N. Y., $55 ; G. W. Z . , oI' O . .  $25 ; S. 
D.,  of Me . . $25 ; E. F. ,  of m., $25 ; M. B., of N. Y, $S5 ;  

J. H. W., of N. J. ,  $30 ; E. W., of Mass., $30 ; J. H. B.,  
of N. Y., $25) ; E. B . ,  of Ind., $30 ; M. D. D. ,  of N. J., 
$10 ; L . E .  P., of MiSB., $24 ; J. II. G . , .oI' O . , $lO ; E. R. 
N.,  o f  Pa., $10 ; W. H. H., of M ass., $30 ; D. W., o f  N. Y. ,  
$30 ; C .  W., of L. 1. ,  $30 ; Ii. 1. B., of P .. . $30 ; �'. .I: P. , 
of Pa. , $30 ; T. A.,  of Ala. , $27 ,; J. H •• of Wis., $20 ;  U. 
H., of Ct., $25; S. H . ,  of N. Y., $250; J. H. G. ,  of Ky., $25:; 

G. L. ,  of N.  Y. , $30 ; W. A., of Ct., $30 j J. D.,  of Pa., 
$25 ; J. H. B., o f  P •. , $25 ; S. S:, of Mich., $20 ; W. W. H. 
M., of N .  Y., $60 j C. & E., of 0., $20 ; J.  A W" of Miss. , 
$10 , G. R. , of Va .. $30 ; F. C., of N. H., $30 ; T. A., of 
N. Y., $30 ; R. R., of P •. , $30 ; D. A. B . ,  of 0., $10 ; J .  

A. R. ,  of Mass . ,  $12 ; H. S. ,  o f  N. Y., $20 ; E. G. H. , of N .  
J. ,  $25 ; P. S.,  of N. Y., $10 ; S. S. T . ,  o f  P • .  , $20 ; W .  S .  

Ji'. ,  of N .  Y., $12 ; T. R. D., of N. Y., $10 i C. M . ,  of Pa., 
$55. 

Specifications and drawings belonging to parties with the 
fonowing initials ha.ve been forwarded to the Patent Office 
during the week ending Saturday, April 7 : 

S. D.,  of Me. j H. A. R . ,  of N. Y. j E. F . ,  of Ill. ; G. W .  
Z. ,  of O .  ; H. S. ,  of N. Y. ; T .  A . ,  of Ala. j J. W., of Ga. ; 
U. H., of Ct. ; E.  G. H., of N. J. ; P. S.,  of N. Y. j S. S .  
T., of Pa. ; F. & P., o f  Pa .  j J .  H. B . . of Pa. ; S. S . ,  o f  
Mich. ; L. E. P . ,  o f  Miss . ; W. S. F . ,  of N. Y. ; G. A .  B . ,  
of Ill. j J. D. , of Pa. ; T. R.  D. ,  of N. Y. ; J .  A. R.,  of 
Mass. ; G. K . ,  of Va. ; J. A. W., of lIiss. ; J .  N., of N. Y. 

Term_ or Advertl8ln&. 
4: lines, for each insertion, fl,oo 
8 .. .. 2,00 

19 II II I. 3,00 
16 It .. II 4.00 

Advertisements exceeding 16 11nes cannot be admitted. 
neither can engravings be inserted in the advertising 
columns at any price. 

!IF All advertisements must be paid for before insert
ing. 

American and Foreign Patent 
Agency. 

presents to us what we believe to be a usel'ul and patentable IMPORTAI\T TO 1i\'VEJ\"rORS-MESSRS. MUNN 
improvement. Pro:r�?or;
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R,� A. F .  M . ,  of Pa.-The diagrams yon sent of your steam many years been extensively engaged in procuring 

machine, illustrates the invention veryweU, but your claims, �:�����a�ri-�:�h
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would grant you a patent, although a great number of such Great Britain, France, Belgium, Holland. Austria, Rus-
.machines. have been introduced within a few years. We Xft':�s��
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could not say that yoqr machine is the best we have seeu, dential. Private consultations respecting the patenta 
but should think it would operate well.  bility of inventions are held free of charge, with invent-

L. & L. ,  of-We cannot tell you the cost of an engrav- ��:id���h:!ra
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lng until we know how elaborate your machine is. Send unnecessary for them to incur the expense of attending 
us your letters patent or a model , and we will then be able �nPb�
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to inform you the expense of preparing the cuts. tion of the improvement should be first forwarded, 
A. K.,  of Ill.-Your question in regard to crystalotypes :�lrry��:nv��u
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:-;t is answered in the article upon that subject in last week's with safety from any part of the country by express. 

paper. In thhl respect New York is more accessible than any 
E. H. T., of N. Y.-The sale of your invention, in the �N{beC�!�ti&.e�u�f�6�r���·to�i�;U���S :i��l:t�t6���� 

way you mention, to an individual, would be proper and the J)reliminary steJ)s towards making an application. 
lawful, but he would claim the right of disposing of it . ali ri�������
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��t he thought proper, and you would have no voice in the sent present to i nventors, they are informed that a.ll 

inventions patented through our establishment, are matter. 
E. R., of Md.-You are mistaken. The ordnance ou ��l�
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which Mr. Wolter took a patent was quite dissimilar to the week. and enjoys a very wide· spread and substantial 
one described by you. 

J. F. 0., of Ala..-We think your way of securingt.he saw 
to the stirrup is not patentable. $1 received. 

E. W., of Mass.-We cannot inform you whether Mons. 
Moinier's steam generator has been put in operation and on 
sale in this  country. Presume it has,  else his patent would 
be worthless. 

influence. Parties intrusting their business in our 
hands can rely upon prompt and faithful attention.
Most of the patents obtained by Americans in foreign 
countries are secured through us ; while it is well known 
that a very large proportion of all the patents applied 
fOT in the U. S., itO through our agency. 

The offices of Messrs. Mnnn &: Co ... American and 
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Boulevard St. Martin : Brussels. No. 6 Rue D'Or. 
S. P. S., of N. Y.-It is certainly time your appUcation -

was acted upon, and we have written to the Office to learn 11lIIr \TIJEMATICi\L INSTRUMENTS.-The un· 
the cause o f  delay. When we get advice from the depurt- t��l�e��jr1
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ment we will write you. Cat alogue of Mathematical, Optical, and Philosophical 
S. H., of Ky.-Many pa.tents have been taken for improve

ments in straining saws within a year or two past, but none 
of them are like yours that we have seeu, and we think you 
might get a patent. 

J. W. A. R. Y., of Canada-Your letter wa.s posted to 
Mr. Masher, who will give you attention. We Bent you all 
the numbers of Volume 5 that w e  had. 

O. H. B., of Vt.-Without a model or drawings we can 

I form no idea as to the patentability of your apple Daring 
machine. 1 M. W. J., of Mass.-Your horizontal windmill is not pat� 
entable. Mincing knives of malleable cast iroll, hardened 
as you propose, would last some time-not equal to steel of 
�ourse. 

Instruments. C. T. AMSLER. 
31 eow 3m 211 Chestnut st., Philadelphia, Pa. 

To DISTILLERS OF OILS, ROSINS, &c , In· 
dill. Rubber Manufactures. Varnh:h Makers, and 

others. The advertiser. SAMUEL CHILDS. has reo 
ceived a patent for an improvement·in the mode ofusing 
heated steam which is very important to all persons 
engaged in the above businesses ; and he is deSirous of 
�:;�:,iDJo�f ���tftul���
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RELL, Patent Agency, 289 11roadway. N. Y. 31 2' 
.IA'l'HE�IATICAL, OPTICAL, and Philosophi. 
l' cal and Instruments. Our illustrated and priced 
Catalogue. with over 150 engraving!, sent free to any 
part of the United States, Canada, or Great Britain. 

JAMES W. QUEEN, 
264 Chestnut st., Philadelphia. 31 2' 

J P. MMtRIAM'S MAeHINEItY DEPO'!'
• Sandusky City, Ohio, 2�8 Water st. Has on hand 

and furnishes to order Stationary and Portable En
gines. Machinists' Tools, Slide Lathes Drills. Planers, 
Chucks, Portable Grist, and Child's Circular Saw Mills, 
Fay's Sash Machines, Steam Gauges, &c. il1 5eow* 

hl TEA�f GA l.TGES-Thirty·thr.e superior Mercurial 
� with Glass Shades, will be sold in the lot at $5 each, 
to close concern. Can be seen at the office of J. P. 
PIRSSON, No. 5 Wall st. l' 

PO\VER PLANERS-Persons wanting Iron Plan· 
satis;:�ti:�.
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ufacturing Co" New Haven, Ct. 3Itf 
---�----�.-----------

11lIIr ACIHNISTS' 'l'OOJ.S-Meriden Machine CO. 
III have on hand. at their New York Office, 15 Gold 

SMITH'." WATER·TUYEIlES-Prosser'. Patent. 
-These Tuyeres are made of wrought-iron. and are 

warranted not to crack by the most intense heat. Also 
Water-backs and Tables. for kitchen ra.nges hotels. and 
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hlTAVI<J DRESSER AND JOIl\"rER .. -For thrh 
�work decidedly the best and chea.pest in use. Ma 
chines can be  s e en  in operation a t  SHAW & KIBBES 
Shook Manufactory. Baffalo. N. Y . .  and model� may b 
seen at the office of til e agent., JAMES S. POLHEMUS 
iE It':
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communications may be addressed. . 27 13* 

st .. a great variety of Machinists' Tools. Hand and 1 Q /!!:. /!!:.-'VOODWOR'rIl'S PATEI\T Plan Power Punching Presses, }!'orcing Pumps, Machine � UUing, Tonguing, and Grooving Machines-Belting. &c , all of the best quality. Factory \V�st Mer- The subscriber is constantly manufacturmg, and has iden, Oonn. ' in 13* _ ��i'i��fI:�I���hf���e
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arhc:tu;lt!d
of
s£�ie�: ,..'10 LET-Light Rooms with steady power. on Ca· P ' f "85 t '1450 R' h t ' I '  II th .... nat, Elm. and Walker, streets, at very low rates. . rlCes rom 'i' 0 qo • 19 S lor sa e III a e unoe

Situation central. Engine. buildings. and occupants cupifi'rl Towns in New York and Northern Pennsylvania, 
first class. Facilities for exhibiting new machines, by JOHN GIBSON� __ Pla�_ing Mills, Albany, N. Y. 29 9* 
Mr. GAUDU. 102 Walker st. 31 3m' 

KNITTING MACHINES-The oubscriber having 
purchased of John Pepper the right to make and 

sell his new and improved knitting machines \One of 
whicn was on exhibition at the late Fair in Philadel
phia) now offers them for sale. These machines are 
cheaper and are warranted to produce more work and 
of a bettt:t quality than any other machines in use. 

W ALTEH AIKEN. 
Franklin. N. H., April 4, 1855. 31 2' 

-----��----�---�-- �- -�-

A CLIPPER AMONG THE �JON'l·l1LII'I;.The NAUTICAL MAGAZlNE, devoted exclusively to Maritime interests. embracing shipbuilding. COlllmerc�, naVIgation, and marine engineering. enlarged 96 pagtl!s. This work contains draughts of some 01 the finest·vessels of the age. with other engravings. and is one of the most valuable pUblications in the country. Terms. single cup�es $5 per annum, or $2,60 per volume . Club Rates-Five copies for $20 ; thirteen copies for $50. Sample copies sent when requested. Address GRIE ����u �t�iTf!Y;;���ors and Proprietors. 115 and 117 

THE UNDEIlI;IGI\ED, having disposed of his en· 
tire int erest in the Patent Rope Machine, of his invention, to Mr. J. W. Post, would reflpectfully request all communications concerning the use of said machines in ans part of tl�e United States to be addressed to 1\11'. 

J. W. Post, No. 23 John st. N: Y. Wm. ROBINSON, Jr., 
1* Warsaw. N. Y. 

hlALE OF WOOLEN MACHINERY AT AUC· � tion-Without reserve, in lots to suit purchasers ; 2 sets of 40 inch woolen cards well adap ted for fine work ; 
� jacks of l80 spindels ; 2 jacks of 2(}U spindles ; 1 pick· er : I twister ; 1 woap ribbed loom and woapmill ; 1 seven horse power engine ; 2: two flue boilers ; 1 fulling mill. Lots of ,hafting, pulleys and belting : office fix· tures ; 1 dYe b ouse ; two large copper kettles. The above machinery is all in good running order, and will be sold, positively, without reserve, the 24th of AprIl, in Bow-street Hosiery Factory, at Portsmouth. N. H. Terms cash, Qr 6 months credit with good security. 31 2 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE, 
Wa.shington. March ". 1855. 

ON THE PETITION of James Brett, of Mattea· 
wan. New York, praying for the extension of a pat

ent granted to him on the 10th July, 1841, for an improve
mvent Key Wrenches. for seven years from the eXfJira
tion of saId patent, which takes place on the 10th day 
of July, 1855-

It is ordered that the said petition be heard at the Pat· ent Office, on Monday. the 25th of June next. at 12 
o·clock. M . :  and all persons are notified to appear and 
show cause, if any they have, why said petition ought 
not to be IZ"rant.ed. 
th�
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writing, at least twenty.days before the day of hearing ; 
all testimony filed by either party to be used at the said 
hearing must be taken and transmitted in accordance with the rules of the office, which will be furnished on 
application. 

The testimony in the case will be closed on the 15th of 
June : depositions. a!ld other papers relied upon as tes
timony. must be Gled in the office on or before the morn� 
ing of that day ; the arguments, if any, within ten days 
thereafter. 

Ordered, also. that this notice be published in the 
Union. Intelligencer. and Evening Star. Washington, D. 
C. ; Pennsylvanian, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Scientific Amer
ican, New York, and Post, Boston, Mass .. once a week 
for three successive weeks prevIOUS to the 25th day of 
June next, the day of hearing. 

CHARLES MASON, 
Oommissioner of Patents. 
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taining this notice. 29 3 

OPTIC .\I •• MA'rHEMATICAL, Mathematical. 
and Philosophical Instruments.-Our Pamphlet 

Catal ogue. with prices affixed, containing numerous 
well executed illustrations is furnished gratis on appli
cation. and sent by mail, free of charge, to all parts 
of the United Sta,es and Canada. 

McALLISTER & BRO .• 
29 4 Optician, 194 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. 

J�\MES O. MORSE & CO., 79 John street, New 
York. dealers in all descriptions of pipes for steam. 

gas, and water, and manufacturers of every variaty of 
fittings for the same. together with improved valves, 
cocks. oil cups, whistle s, &c., steam pumps, gauges, 
boilers, and boiler fiues. Building warmed by steam or 
hot water. gas apparatus for towns. facories, and pri-
vate dwellings. 29 4' 
---------�----�-�-���-�� 

hl TATION ARY STEAM ENG II\ES-The subscrib· � ers are now prepared to furnish, on short notice. 
Horizontal Engines, on iron bed frames, strong and 
substantial. plain or highlY finished, from 6 to 100 horse 
power, with or without :pumps. boiTers, &c .. warranted 
to give satisfaction. Also shafting and mill work of all 
kinds. and the various sizes (double and single) of Wells 
& 00.'8 patent circular saw milIs. Sa!'h and blind ma
chinery made to order. W. E. HAYES & CO., North· 
ampton, Hampshire Co., :Mass. 28 4* 

hlTEAM RNGlNES FOR SALE-Very cheap- One 
� 30. two 10. one 8, and two 5 horse power ; also two 
Re·slitting Saw Mills. J. C. PORTER, 29th street and 
11th avenue, N. Y. 30 2* 

MACHINE GROUND CIRCUlAR SA WS--(Pat· 
ent applied for.) Mill men would do well to try these 

saws, they are perfectly free fr0m thin or thick places, 
can be used thinner and with less sett. and run faster 
than any other hitherto made. All diameters and thick· 
nesses warranted perfectly true. HENSHAW & CI,EM· 
SON. 31 Exchange street. Boston. 30 7* 

pORTAnLE STEAM ENGINE8.-S. C. HILLS, 
with �M�i.I�!��'s�·Je���g� :�."�I� ��:�I:t��

i
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very compact, from 2 to 10 horse power, suitable for 
printers. carpenters, farmers,9pJanters, &c. A 2M horse 
can be seen in store. it occupies a space 6 by 3 feet, 
weighs 1500 lbs. price $:MO ; other sizes in proportion. 

29 eSw � 

JOHN PARSHLEY-Nos. 5 and 7 Howard street, 
New Haven. Conn . •  is now ready to furnish at short 

notice. Engine Lathes for shafting of 23 inches swing, 
16. 18, and 20 feet beds. 12Y., 14Y.. and 16y' feet between 
centf'l's ;  also Engine IJathes of 38 inch swing 14, 17, 20 
anc! 25 feet beds, and 9. 12, 15. and 20 reet between cen· 
tel's. Circulars. with cuts and all required information 
can be had by addressing as above, post paid. 28tf 

TURBlN�J WATKR. WHEELS-The Ames Man· 
ufacturing Company, Chicopee. Mass.-After a se

ries of experiments for several years, and the adoption 
of all the modern inpl'ovements, including the patents 
of Uriah A. Boyden. have succeeded in perfecting th 
Turbine "Water Wheel so that they can confidently offer 
to the public the best Wheel now in use, particularly 
where great economy of water may be dCliiirable. These 
Wheels have been adopted in many of our large cott n 
factories and iron works where Jarge and uniform pow� 
er is necessary. and we are confident they will give sat
isfaction to any who may wish to avail themselves of 
the full benefitof theil' water pOWfr. Cotton machinery 
of all kinds, shafting and machinists tools, also fur
nisherl on reasonable terms, by Ames Manufacturing 
Co . •  Chicopee, Mass. Any inform"! tion will be furnI shed 
on application to JAMES T. A�IES. Agent. 24 8 

THI� NEW YORI{ DAIl Y SUN Read by up· 
wards of Two Hundred Thousand persons daily, 

and the best advertising medium in the city, is mailed 
to Country Subscr1bers a.t $4 per year. (lr $1 per quarter 
pa.yable in advance. Posfage in the State, 78 cents per 
year ; out of the State $1,56 pel' year. payable in advance. 

25 
MO�ES S. BEACH, Publisher, 

Corner of Nassau and .Ifulton streets, N. Y. 

TECHNICAL DfC'l'IONARY-In the English, 
French, and German Languages j by Messrs. 1.'01-

hausen and Garrlissal. Civil Engineers. Ready (first 
���g. E��1?')
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umes are designed for the general use of En�ineers, Ar
tists, Manufacturers. I'oremen. Artisans. In short, of 
aU those who, in some way or other are concerned in 
Arts and Manufactur es. The present work is the key 
through which the foreign reader may pf'netrate into a. 
language which he may know but imperfectly ; it is the 
instantaneous translator of the corresponding techni� 
cal term, 01' its equivalent. in the three great industrial 
languages. For sale at this office. 
-�------�����-.-����---

WEALTHY CITIZENS OF NEW YORK-The 
Twelfth Edition of .. The Wealth Hnd Biography 

of the Wealthy Citizens of the City of New York." is now 
for sale at the SOun Office. corner of Fulton and Nassau 
streets ; price 25 cents. It is a handsome book of 80 pa
ges. containing the names of more than lCOO persons es
timated to be worth $100.000 or upwards, and also inter
esting biographical sketches in which the origin and 
mode of accumulating some 500 of these large fortunes is 
traced. 25 

THE NEW YORK WEItKLY SUN i. now sent 
to subscribers at the following very low rates, pay� 

a.ble in advance :-One copy, 3 months, 25 cents ; 6 mos. 
50 ctR.; 1 year. 75 cts ; 16months, $1 ; 3 copies. 1 year, $2 ; 
8 copies, $5 ; 13 copies. $8 ; 25 copies, $15. The postage 
within the State is only 13 cents a year-out of the State 
26 cents a year. iW"'N 0 traveling agents are employed. 
Specimen copies sent gratis. All lette)'s should be post 
paid and directed to MOSES S. BEACH, 

25 Sun Office, New York. 

HARRISON'S GRAIN MILLS-Latest Patent 
$1000 reward offered by the patentee for their 

equal. A supply constantly on hand. Lib�ral Commis� 
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to 8. O. HILLS, our agent. 12 Platt Street, New York.13 t! 
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Buffalo, N. Y." 291f 
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To HOT AIR FURNACE MANUFACTUR� 
ER�-The Committee of the Mechanics Institute, 

Montreal, will l'eceive tenders for the construction of a 
furnace for warming the new Mechancs' Hall In that 
place. The dimensions are 80 feet long by 60 feet wide� 
and two stories, thirty-four feet in hight. 'l'he person 
who may be selected will be required to guarantee the 
t�%:eg&.l1��\��al.f C

h
�� 

apparatus. Address H::4
�Y 

NORCROSS ROTARY PLANII\G �IACHINE
The Supreme Court of the U.S., at the Term of 1853 

and 1854. having decided that the patent granted to 
Nicholas G. Norcross. of dale Feb. 12. 1<50. for a Rotary 
Planing Machine for Planing Boards and Planks, is not 
an infringemet of the Woodworth Patent. 

Rights to use N. G. Norcrois's "patented machine can 
b. purchased on app\1cation to N. G. NORCROSS, 

208 Broadway. New York 
Office for sale of rights at 208 Broadway, New Yor� ; 

Boston, 27 State street. a)ld Lowell, Mass. 16 6m -

& B. F.J...Y, Counsellor at Law, 611 Washington st., 
o;:;,�. ��%�s �i

l.\e'!��;. t'\i�':i"6o�
tt
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can. 16 1y' 

VAIL'S CELEBRATED PORJ'O\BLE 8TEAM 
8mut
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e 
Saw Gumm.rs, Ratchet Drills, &c. Orders for light a 
heavy forging and castings executed with dispatch. 
. 8 ly' LOGAN VAIL & CO., 9 Gold st .. N •. Y 
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�citnct nnb �rt. 
Wby d o  Teetb Decay. 

All the theories that again and again have 
been advanced in answer to this inquiry, 
have long since vanished before the true 
doctrine of the action of external corrosive 
agents. The great and all  powerful destroy
er of the human teeth is acid, vegetable or 
mineral ; and it matters not whether that 
acid is formed in the mouth by the decom
position of particles of food left between 
and around the teeth, or whether it is ap
plied directly to the organs themselves, 
the result is the same, the enamel is dis
solved, c orroded, and the tooth destroyed. 
Much, very much of the decay in teeth may 
btl attributed to the corrosive effects of ace
tate acid, which is not only in common use 
as a condiment in the form of vinegar, but it 
is generated by the decay and decomposition 
of any and every variety of vegetable mat
ter. When we c onsider how very few per
sons comparatively take especial pains to re
move every particle of food from between 
and around their teeth immediately after 
e a'ing, can we wonder that dise ased teeth 
are so common, and that their early loss is 
so frequently deplored ?-[Exchange. 

[The above does not afford good reasons 
why the teeth of our people are so subject 
to early decay, in comparison with the teeth 
of the people of some other countries. It is 
generally allowed that there is work for five 
times the number of dentists in the United 
States that there is in Britain ; and that. 
while bad teeth is the exception there, it is 
the rule here. We believe that our people 
take more pains with their teeth by washing 
than the natives of Ireland, and yet the Irish 
have far better teeth. Acetic acid cannot 
be the cause of this early decay of teeth 
among us ; indeed, we know it is not. There 
is no subject of more importance than this ; 
for if the early decay of teeth among our 
people is not the result of ill health, we all 
know that bad teeth are injurious to health. 
The health of a people is a question of the 
very first importance j it  is ot more conse
quence than any other. It is our opinion 
that if more coarse hard biscuit were eaten 
in early life, to exercise the teeth, they 
would be less liable to early decay. The 
very form of some of our teeth are adapted 
to grinding, and if not properly exercised, 
they must become tender and delicate. 

---�- - �  .. 
Water-Proof Blacking. 

18 0uuces of india rubber are to be dis
solved in abont 9 pounds of hot rape oil.
To this solution 60 pounds of fine ivory 
black, and 45 pounds of molasses, �re to be 
added, along with 1 pound of finely ground 
gum arabic, previously dissolved in 20 gal
lons of vinegar, ot full strength. These 
mixed ingredients are to be finely triturated 
in a p aint mill till the mixture becomes per
fectly smooth. To this varnish 12 pounds 
of sulphuric acid are to be now added in 
small successive quantities, with powerful 
stirring for half an hour. The blacking thus 
compounded is allowed to stand for 14 d ay s, 
it being stirred half an _hour daily j at the 
end of which time 3 pounds of finely-ground 
gum arabic are added j after which the stir
ring is repeated half an hour every day for 
14 day s  longer, when the liquid blacking is 
ready for use. 

I,ll making another paste blacking , take 
the above quantity of India rubber,j oil, 
ivory black, molasses, and gum arabic,  
the 'latter being (Ussol ved in only 12 pounds 
of vinegar. These ingredients are to be 
well mixed, and then ground together in a 
mill till they form a perfectly smooth paste. 
To this paste 12 pounds of sulphuric acid 
are to be added in small quantities at a time, 
with powerful stirring, which is to be con
tinued for half an hour after the last portion 
of the acid has been introduced. This paste 
will be found fit for use in about 7 days. 

.. � . .  

�citntifit �nltri can . 
HI.tory of ReapInIl Macbln .... -No. Z7. 

On the 9 th of January, 1855, we find 
that a patent was granted to John E. New
comb, of Whitehall, N. Y., for a mode of 
keeping the scythe plate to the shear edges 
by a pressure bar and set screws: (see claim 
page 1 5 0, Vol. 1 0, SCI. AM.) On January 
1 6 th following, a patent was obtained by O. 
B. Judd, of Little Falls, N. Y., for a combina
tion of rotary and stationary cutters, embrac-

annexed figures refer to like parts_ A is the 
master or driving wheel ; B the guide and 
support wheel. The large wheel has cogs on 
its inner surface, which give motion to the 
gearing, E D, and operate the crank, F, which 
gives a reciprocating motion to the cutters 
through the rod, N. . Z is a stay rod, y y are 
the blades of the reel, X is its shaft, which is 
supported on the bearers, Q Q, and receives 
motion by a chain belt from a spoke wheel on 
the driving wheel shaft. 0 is the driver's 
seat ; P is the pole. S is the divider guard. 
R is the grain platform, T is its back board, 
and u its side one . 

W is the rake head, as shown in fig. 8. L 
is the rake trip ; * is the latch mortice ; d is 

ing three claims, (see page 158,  Vol. 1 0, SCI. 
AM.)  On the 30th January following, a pat
ent was granted to Aaron Palmer, of Brock
port, N. Y. , for an improvement in the frames 
of harvesters, (see claim on page 1 '14, Vol. 
1 0, SCI. AM:. ) 

The annexed figs (5 1 ,  52, 53, 5 4, and 55, of 
the series of cuts) are perspective views, fig. 
1, of the complete harvester, and figs. 2, 3, 4, 
and 5, detached views of parts of the improved 

a steel brace, and f the light thin roof, em
braced in S. Miller's claim, for the purpose of 
separating the gavel from the falling grain. 
The rake lifter, fig. 2, has a roller, h, with a 
flange ; against this the rake lifter, L, strikes 
as the rake sweeps around, and raises up the 
rake head, W_ In fig 4 a  is a cast iron hub, 
K the chain wheel and b a ratchet. G G are 
arch supports. H a curved rack, and m a 
pinion_ In fig. 5, I is a wheel to unlatch the 
rake. V is the rake lever, and k is the rake 
latch. The reapers are manufactured at 
Brockport, N. Y., where A. Palmer reside�. 
S. G. Williams, the other partner, resides 
in Janesville, Wisconsin. The machines are 
manufactured at Brockport. 

machine of Palmer & Williams, embracing 
three patents, the first dated July 1 st, 1 851,  
the second Jan. 24th, 1 854, and the third the 
patent of Sylvanus Miller, re-issued to the as
signees Nov. 21,  1 854 ; it relates solely to the 
cover or roof, a very essential thing to the 
proper working of a self-raker, and shown in 
fig. 3. The patent granted on the 30th of 
January, mentioned above, is for improve
ments in a mower. The same letters in the 

Inventors, and Manufacturers 
The Tenth Volume of the SOIllNTI1'IO AMBRIOAll' com

menced on the 16th of September. It ls an ILLUSTRAT

ED PERIODICAL, devoted chie6y to the promulgation 
of information relating to the various Mechanic and 
Ohemic Arts, Industrial Manufactures. Agriculture, Pat· 
ents, Inventions, Engineering, Millwork. and all inter· 
ests which the light of PRAOTICAL SCIENCE Is calca
lated to advanoe. 

Its general contents embrace notices ot the 
LATEST AND BEST SCIENTIFIC, MECHANICAL, 
tlHEMICAL, AND AGRICULTURAL DISCOVERIES, 
-with Editorial comments explaining their application ; 
notices of NEW PROCESSES in all branches of Mana
tactures ; PRACTICAL HINTS on Machinery ; infor· 
mation as to STEAM. and all processes to which it is ap· 
plicable ; also Mining, Millwrighting, Dyeing, and all 
arts involving CHEMICAL SCIENCE ; Engineerlns, 
Architecture ; comprehensive SCIENTIFIC MEMOR· 
ANDA : Proceedings of Sci.nti6c Bodies ; Accounts ot 
Exhibitions.-together with news and information upon 
THOUSANDS OF OTHER SUBJECTS; 

Reports of U. S. PATENTS granted are also published 
every week, including Oll'lI'IOIAL COPIES of all the PA· 
TENT OLAIMS ; these Claims are published in tbe Sci
entific American IN A.DVANOR OF ALL OTHlm PAPBRS. 

The CONTRIBUTORS to the Scientific American - are 
/illlonl! the MOST EMINENT scienti6c and practical 
men of the times. The Editorial Department is univer
sally acknowledged to be conducted with GREAT ABIL· 
ITY. and to be distinguished. not only tor the excellenc. 
and truthfulness of its discuS8ions. but for the fearless· 
ness with which error is combated and tals. theories are 
exploded. 

Mechanics. Inventors. Engineers. Chemists. Manu
facturers. Agriculturists. and PEOPLE IN EVERY PRO
FESSION IN LIFE, will 6nd the SoIBNTIFIO AMBRIOA. 
to be of great value In their respective callings. Its 
aaunsels and suggestions will save them HUNDREDS 
OF DOLLARS annually. besides affording them a con 
tinua.i source of knowledge, the experience ot which iI 
beyond pecuniary estimate. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN i. published once . 
week ; every number contains eight large quarto pages, 
forming annually & complete and splendid volume. \I. 
lustratod with SEVERAL HUNDRED ORIGINAL EN
GH.AVINGS. 

TERMS ! TERMS ! I TERMS 

One Copy. tor One Year .. 
Six Months .1 

l'iv. copies. for Six Montht If We have before us an account of the trial Pantagraph. That committee unanImously Ten Oopies for Six Months. t8 
of self-raking harvesters, which took place at awarded the highest premium to this reaper. Ten Copies. for Twelve Months .15 
Bloomington, Ill.,  during the harvest last year, The distance around -the field where the trial l'ifteen Copies for Twelve Month. � 

Twenty Copies for Twelve Months .28 
The morus multicaulus grows luxuriantly under the direction of a committee appointed commenced was nearly two miles, and per- Southern. West.ra, and Canada Money taken at par 

in Florida. Cocoons of the silk-worm are by the Illinois State Agricultural Society_- haps this was the most · thorough trial of for Subscriptions. or Post Office Stamps taken at theu
par vallie. Letters should be directed (post-paid) to 

.:. said to be sometimes found upon it in the The trial lasted five days, and an account of reaping machines ever held in our country, as MUNN .t 00. 
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